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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

1

Taft arrived hero this, morning and
started bright and eary on the sec
ond, day of his Bi)eechmaking in sup
port of Canadian
reciprocity. He
address to the
made a
students, at the state university at
Urbana, then boarded a special train
for Decatuer, where he made a brief
t MiUiken University.
address

TAFT ADDRESSES

LEGISLATURE OF

e

ILLINOIS
PRESIDENT STRONGLY DEFENDS
CANADIAN
HIS ' PROPOSED

MEETS

PROSPECTOR

DEATH

PINCHOT

MAGAZINE

REVOLUTIONISTS

EDITOR

u,

'

T"
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Road It
The Optic, M's So

-

CITY EDITION

DIES
JAMES
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 11. Mrs.
Zerelda Samuels, 86 years old, mother
of Frank aud Jesse James, the former
bandits, died yesterday on a St, Louis
& San Francisco train fifteen miles
from here. She was enroute to Kan
sas City from the home of her son,
f TanK. who Jlvea on a farm near
Fletcher, Okla. Mrs. Zerelda Samuels
was one of the prominent figures of
western Missouri during . the latter VISITS WHITE HOUSE ON ARRIVAL
part of the Civil war. As mother of IN WASHINGTON, DELIVERING
the James boys, she. later acquired
ELECTION RETURNS
notoriety, but through it all she re
mained true to her sons.
AWAITS THERETUHN OF TAFT
BINDING STATE PRIMARY
11. A
Oalif., Feb.
Sacramento,
IN
MEANTIME.
NEW
MEXICO'S
constitutional amendment has been in
EXECUTIVE
IS DOING GOOD
troduced in the assembly providing
DUTY ON WOOD, ADOPTED
MISSIONARY WORK
that ail the legislators when sworn
in, shall take oath to vote for the
CARNEGIE URGES ENACTMENT candidate for United States senator ORGANIC LAW M0DEL10NE
who haall have rece'ved the largest
number of votes at the primary elec
LETTER WRITTEN
BY
STEEL tion., The measure also provides that CONSTITUTION, ITSELF, BEST AR
KING TO SENATOR BEVERIOGE
violation of such oath shall consti
GUMENT FOR TERRITORY"8
tute perjury.
MADE PUBLIC
ADMISSION TO UNION
BOYS'-MOTHE-

POPULAR REPORT
RECIPROCITY

CAMPAIGN

1

191 1

Washington, Feb. 11. "American
Conservation," the new illustrated
monthly magazine of the National
Conservation association, whose edi
torial policy will be conducted by
Glfford Plnchot, former chief forester
of the United States, and president
of the association, will make its first
first
appearance next week. The
number will give prominent attention
STRATEGY BOARD CREATED FOR
to the natural resources of Alaska. THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
DIRECTING MOVEMENT
MEANS PLACES BILL BEFORE
The Alaska article which, it is under
OF TROOPS
stood, may be followed by a series,
THE HOUSE
is by James Wickersham, delegate in
from Alaska, who writes of
IT WILL DICTATE BATTLES congress
ASSURES ITS PASSAGE
Alaska, a Land of Opportunity." The THIS
article will be illustrated by many
HEREAFTER ALL ATTACKS. RE new Alaskan pictures never before AMENDMENT
BY REPRESENTA
printed.
TIVE
TREATS, ETC., WILL BE CARE
TO
MANN, RELATIVE

TO MAP OUT A

W

'In

X

VOL. XXXII No. 82

7

AGREEMENT

GOVERNOR

MILLS

CONFIDENT OF
STATEHOOD

Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb- 11.
The body of George Heslin, known
'
RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
here as "Shorty Stein" and a resi
dent of "Colorado City for a number
DEFINES PROTECTION THEORY of years, was late yesterday found
near Lake George, horribly mutilated
f
by wild animals. Heslin disappeared
IT SHOULD IMPOSE REASONABLE from Badger mountain,
where he
had been mining with Harry Morris,
TARIFF AND ALLOW FOR FAIR
FULLY PLANNED
over two weeks ago and it was at
MARGIN OF PROFIT
AMERICAN LOST IN ROME
that time believed he had left for
Feb-- . ll.-r-- A
Rome,
genera' alarm
New Mexico.
The body was found
REBELS RETAKE MEXICAN has been sent out for Henry Law
CANADA NOW FACES A CRISIS by a
party of prospectors near West
rence Wolfe, of New York, a student
Creek clam, just above Lake George.
of painting at the American Academy
GEN. SIMON BERTHOLD
LEADS who
FREE TRADE ALL THAT WILL
has been missing since last Mon
8UCCE8SFUL
ASSAULT
THE DOMINION FROM
ON
. 8AVE
FULL DRESs AT FIGHTS
day afternoon. Wolfe is 35 years old.
BORDER VILLAGE
BEING ISOLATED COUNTRY
He is credited by his friends with be
Philadelphia, Feb. 11. A. J. Drexel Biddle proposes to make it manda- lng a man of good habits and temper
AGAINST FORTIFICATION
Springfield, Ills., Feb. 11. Speak ltory for persons attending boxing tsi mao, Tex., Feb. 11. A strategy ament and they can advance no theWashington, Feb. 11. The Cana
Washington, Feb. 11. Governor W.
Feb. 11. Richard Ilney,
Boston,
matches
to
as
to
full
which
'wear
should
dls
had
he
have
been
ory
why
ioard,
dress,
talked
was
uian
fav
evening
has
Mills of New, Mexico, bearing the
of,
reciprocity agreement
lng before the Illinois legislature
former secretary of state who re returns
be barred:.
It been created for the insurrecto army appeared.
of the recent election for the
orably reported to the house today
Prudent Taft vigorously Pln,ier
must be clawhammer and nothing and is now in the field with General
the ways and means committee, cently joined other leading men of the ratification of the constitution of the
by
aerenaea me proposeu recuwi, etoa And to show that he is in earn- vrozco. The
in a declaration of reasons
TO. VOTE ON PROHIBITION
board is to direct the
by a vote of 12 to 7. The cbmmit- - country
proposed state of New Mexico, reachPanama canal should not be ed
the
why
agreement with Canada as the "log- est Tony declares wthen he has guests movement of all troops hereafter, but
Austin, Tex., Feb. 11. Governor tee adopted the amendment proposed
Washington yesterday. Governor
ical conclusion of the protection plank at a public boxing show he makes it none of the insurrecto commanders a' Colquitt, antlprohibitioniet, has sign by Mr. Mann, of Illinois, providing fortified in a statement here last night Mills, accompanied by Delegate W. H.
in the last reuublican national- plat mandatory upon them to appear as if t5 be removed or reduced. All . Ill ed the joint resolution calling for that wood produced in Canada, may indicated that he is unconvinced that Andrews, called at the White House
foT th
any fortification was contemplated by and officially laid before the presl-be required to operate In hannouy submission jot the statewide prohibl be
(ym- '
brought to this country free, and the
form." He defined the protection
amended
treaty.
and
direction
tion
to
the
of
the
by
The
elec
board
question
dent the certified returns of the elec
wood
as
people.
that the products of
strategy
specified
theory as one that Bhould impose a
which was organized merely to nre- - tion is called for July 22.
in the bill, up to a valuation of
tion, together with an engrossed copy of
tariff not exceeding the difference in
ent jealousies among the various In
the constitution, as ratified by the
cents per pound, may be brought in
the cost of production in this country BALL PLAYERS HIE
surrecto commanders. Two graduates
y
ARIZONA'S ELECTION
free.
people of New Mexico. While it is
and abroad and allowing a fair mar
of Notre Dame (Indiana) University
true the president is away, having left
In
to
a
Senator
letter
Beveridge,
home
the
producer,
gin of profit for
THEMSELVES SOUTH are on the board. They are Eduardo WINNING BASEBALL
for the west, to deliver a speech ou
which the latter made public today,
The president repeated hia argu
RETURNSJNCOMPLETE reciprocity at Springfield, 111., the
Hay, a civil engineer and Abran fion- Andrew Carnegie urges early and
ments that reciprocity would not re
insurrecto
the
zales,
gov
provisional
constitution of New Mexico is now
START
FOR
TRAINING
sult in the reduction of the price of THEIR
TEAM FOR VEGAS favorable action by congress of the IT WILL
ernor of Chihuahua.
in his hands, .
BE
TWO
BE
WEEKS
technically
reciprocity agreement.
land In the United States, or of lowPLACES THE BE8T INDICATION
The Juarez officials stated this
Under
the
enabling act authorizing
receive
FORE
ON
CORRECT
farmers
VOTE
ering the prices that
THAT "8PRING HAS CAME"
' BUYS
morning that they expected Colonel
the holding of the constitutional conNEW MOTOR CAR
for their productsPLANS
UNDER
WAY
CONSTITUTION
IS
KNOWN
FOR
ORGANI
to
Navarro, with his reinforcements,
vention the president must approve
Dr. M. F. DesMarals this morning
"No better xetep." continued the Nav Ynrlr
2ATION OF FAST AGGREGA1L In the words arrive Sunday. The Ineurrectos are
the constitution, after which it is
mfrom
me
m
Charles
Ilfeld
the
taKen
purchased
M
"coma
to
president,
lmmmrM "Ohuck" Connors, still close to Juarez. General Alanij"
TION COMING SEASON .
Phoenix, Arts., Feb. 11. Owing
transmitted to jcongreeo. In the eVent
docmotor
car.
Velie
a
The
company
terest of a more reasonaDie poncy
hflA tffimA" RAAttHall rvlavan command la east of Juarez,
the election machinery of the enabl that body
where
it. New Mexico
tor
or protection man we Byprwrm
spent the day breaking the brute ing act, which provides that all pre ait once enters the union
have begun to emerge Tram their win there have been several skirmishes
as a state. It
season
the
"During
to
or
ride
coming
double. When he cinct election returns be sent direct
alngrle
traatv." He said that insistence on I ter's , hibernation. Soiling on the lately.
., Vegao to o
congress fails to act, it. ia provided
hat thie mastered he may' ittetl't U
winning
of
too muoh aroteolion would reduce (steamier Protean for New Orle&TTA t.v
Instead
the territorial secretary.
that the pfie&tdeat may at ones notify
team and at its close the baseball hurdles. His friends say they will
the
an opposition In tale country tnai day is the first contingent of the New
county th. governor of Now Mcxiro to Issue
association- will have paid up all its give him the entire road when they being canvassed, by
Rebel
Mexican
Recapture
He York National League baseball team
would know no moderation.
boards, nothing like complete returns his proclamation for an election for
Mexican, Mexico, Feb. 11. General obligations and met the running ex see him .coming, for a day or two. of
further declared that was his reason, on its way to spring training practice Simon
Thursday's election for the ratifi- congressman, members of the legislaBerthold and a band of insur penses of the season." This Is the They believe he( will need it. The
cation
of the constitution will be ture and state officers and for the for--'
also, for favoring the creation of an at Martin, Texas. Another batch o! gents, recaptured Mexlcali
early to statement of Ludwig William Ilfeld, Velie is one of the handsomest and available for at least two weeks. It matlon of a state government.
or board players leave on the steamer. Creole,
expert tariff commission
of
one
associadirectors
of
the
the
day. The insurgents marched into the
best cars made and will prove of is certain, however, that the people
"Canada is at the parting of the February 22.
Copies of the constitution were pre
town, at dawn, the Mexican officials tion. It is still too early to talk much value to the doctor in his prac
"Shall
of Arizona approved the constitution sented to congress by Governor Mills.
Taft.
ways," said President
r
baseball
association
real
is
over
but
the
to the Ameri
hurriedly crossing
tice and for pleasure jaunta.
by a vote of three or four to one, The constitution will be considered in
she be an insolated country, as much
can
side. General Berthold later laying its plans for a strong team.
Exhibition Games
First
or
were
if
she
perhaps by an even greater majority. the committee on territories of' both
separated from us as
Ark.
Feb. 11. The crossed the Rio Grande and held a In the near future, to be exact, early OXFORD
Hot
CAMBRIDGE
DEFEATS
Only one small county, Apache, hav house and senate.
across the ocean, or shall her people baseballSprings,
season so far as exhibitions consultation with Captain Babcock, of next month, practice workouts will be
ing a sparse
population, voted When seen today Governor Millsand our people profit by the proxim
are concerned, will be opened the American troops stationed at held to determine the strength of London, Feb. 11. Oxford defeated
games
In
other and more said:
it.
the
"The people of New Mexico
furnishes
and
against
anour
two
to
in
the
geography
ity that
here today, when picked teams from Calexlco, asking that he be allowed to local amateurs who wish to try out Cambridge three
counties the vote ranged expect President Taft to approve their
populous
match
at
stimulate trade across the border the
association
football
nual
growing colony of , the major purchase provisions on the American for the team. Then it can be defrom two to one as high as nine to constitution. It is rational, it Is conthat nothing but a useless, illogical leaguers will be selected for the open- side.
termined just what positions remain the Queens club today.
one for the constitution.
servative, it is strong, andit meets
and unnecessary tariff bill now pre
to be filled and good men will be
ing fray. The squads will be desig
needs of the people of that great
the
vents?"
and the
nated as the
employed to wear the maroon.
GOLFERS AT DEL MONTE
territory. We entertain no fear of the
veteran
The
It is likely a strong battery will I0RAL CLEAN UP OF
"Cy BARON
New York, Feb. 11. Many of the outcome on this measure. It was rati
ROTHSCHILD,
So will
be engaged. This with one or two
Young will be in the line-uSpeaks Before Universities
leading golfers on the coast, including fied by a majority of over eighteen
inflelders who can clout. the ball, will
Champaign, 111., Feb. 11. President Addie Joss, of Cleveland; "Jiggs'
a
ORDERED
good representation of the clubs in thousand. 1 am nere vo ueieuu uui
SEATTLE
NOTED BANKER, DEAD give the Maroons a strong line up.
Donahue, Jim Delahenty, "Gemlin"
the northwest, gathered at Del Monte constitution so far as it needs any
known
The team received good support last
Sohaefer. and other well
today for the opening of the annual defense."
year. It will do even better this sea- NEW MAYOR TAKES OFFICE AND midwinter tournament on the links at
leaguers.
REPRESENTAHE WAS VIENNA
WEALTHY CATTLEMAN
son as it will be a stronger aggreNAMES OWN POLICE CHIEF
that noted resort The tournament is
TIVE OF THIS WIDELY KNOWN
and the fans are more enthusigation
GOTCH THROWS SWISS
OFFICIALS
AND
OTHER
attracting much attention, as it is the MISSING HEIRESS TO
FINANCIAL FIRM
K1LLEDBY SHERIFF St.
astic. Early in the season several
first important' affair of its kind this
Joseph, Mo., Feb. 11. Frank E,
be
games likely will be arranged
The program covers seven days
year.
Gotch threw George Eberly, a Swiss
Seattle, Washn., Feb. 11. Mayor
Vienna, Feb. 11. Baron Albert S, tween the Maroons and the Normal
BE MARRIED BELIEF
and provides events for both men and
H. J- - M'GRATH SHOOTS MURDOCK twice last night in the Auditorium
elec
C.
recalled
the
Hiram
Gill,
by
and High School.
of
head
the
Austrian
University
Rotschild,
women.
18
min
was
in
fall
first
here. The
tors for alleged misconduct in ofBALLOU, WHEN LATTER
banking
utes and 45 seconds and in it Eberly ex branch of the Rothschild
retired- at noon today without
fice,
RETURN FROM EUROPE OF FORM-ERESISTS ARREST
MURDERED BY THUGS
was
hibited much skill. The throw result- - house, died here today. He
SUIT HEARD
ATTACHMENT
and George W. Dflllng
ceremony,
11.
E.
El
Charles
SWEETHEART, RESPONSIPaso, Tex., Feb.
ted from a hammer look. The toe hold born in 1844. The baron came of a
J.
This morning Judge ClaTence
oath of office. Chief pf PoSilver City, N. M., Feb. 11. Mur- for which the champion la so famous family of European bankers and fin Graham, one of the best known took ' the
BLE FOR RUMOR
went into re- Roberts heard in chambers the case
men in the state, was at- lice Wappenstein also
dock R. Ballou, a prominent and
'world
min
over.
sporting
In
famous
the
ten
fall
second
anciers,
him
the
They
gave
tirement, as did Richard M. Arms, of Ralph H. Gohlke against John J.
wealthy young cattleman, was shot utes and twenty-fiv- e
have banks in ondon, Paris, Berlin, tacked by two thugs last night,
seconds.
Atlantic City, N.M., Feb. 11. Geo.
of the municipal light Metzler. The suit is for attachment.
superintendent
and instantly killed last night by
St. while going to his home. He was shot
Vienna, Manchester, Frankfort,
him S. Griscom, Jr., of Pitteburg, whose
sold
Metzler
Gohlke
Ban-nicthat
claims
G.
Police
Claude
Captain
Sheriff H. J. McGrath, who was at
in the head-- and died at about 11 plant. t
Petersburg and New York.
half Interest in the old Las Vegas name has been linked with the disof Sioux City, la., took
PAPKE
formerly
THOMPSON
WHIPS
him.
to
arrest
o'clock.
The
robbers
but
tempting
escaped,
charge of the police force. He has brewery and then refused or neglect appearance of Miss Dorothy Arnold,
Sydney, N, S- W., Feb. 11. Johnny
Ballou had been drinking heavily
without any booty.
been given rigid instructions to close ed to turn over the property to him. of New York, reached here last
TO EULOGIZE TIRREL
and was creating. a disturbance. He (Cvclone) Thompson, the former
all gambling places' and disorderly The writ involves about $1,500. Hun- night from New York. He went at
had a gun and showed a disposition American lightweight pugilist, secured Washington, Feb. 11. The house "30" FOR PHILADELPHIA EDITOR
ker and Hunker represented Gohlke once to the Chalfonte hotel, followhouses and make a general clean-u- p
to use it. Sheriff ' McGrath, a firm the decision on points over Billy has arranged for a special session toFeb. 11. James
and W. J. Lucas appeared for Metzler. ed by almost a score of newspaper
Philadelphia,
of
the
city.
friend of Ballou, was sent for. On Papke, a middleweight fighter of Illi morrow at which memorial exercises
editor
and
of
Sr.,
proprietor
men, many of whom had accompanied
bout here to- will be held for the late Representa
reaching the scene, the sheriff kind' nois, in a twenty-rounthe Philadelphia Inquirer, died at
Mr. Griscom from New York.
IN
THIEF
CUSTODY
$74,000
tive Charles Q. Tirrell, of the Fourth his home here
ly remonstrated with Ballou and took daylast night, aged 73 Salt Lake City, Feb. 11. Three days GERMANY'S FAITH IN
He refused to discuss the Arnold
Massachusetts district. Several mem
him by the arm .and was leading
years. He had been ill for several of investigation into the record of a
case
in any manner whatsoever. PTe
bers of the Massachusetts delegation weeks.
him away. Ballou suddenly jerked
said:
now
in
EXECUTIVES
the
STATE
lodged
prisoner
city
jail,
s
and of the committees on claims and
loose and was drawing his gun when
ZEPPEUNUNSHAKEN "I have nothing whatever
to do with
who was arrested here on Monday last
judiciary, on which Mr. Tirrel served,
the sheriff opened fire on him. An inno conand
have
Arnold
conhia
with
case,
have
the
sufficed
to
wife,
TO MEET will deliver addresses in eulogy of the
quest was held and McGrath was ex
OF
hero on
am
down
with
nection
secret
service
the
the
vince
I
of
EXECUTED
REBELS
agents
it
deBervioes
life and public
of the
GOVERNMENT ORDERS ANOTHER
onerated from all blame, the jury
business."
man
not
is
that
the
government
private
DIRIGIBLE BALLOON FROM'
returning a verdict of justifiable
Asked how long he expected to reCharles MoCabe, the name he gave to
COLORADO LEGISLATURE WOULD
homicide.
INVENTOR
THE
,SOONASCAPTURED
In
the police, but ia
main at the shore, Mr. Griscom rereality C. A, BarHAVE DENVER ENTERTAIN
McGrath is deeply depressed ov
'
MEETING OF TEXAS BANKERS
has
been
who
rett
for
months
,.
sought
plied:
er the tragedy. Ballou was an Elk
THE GOVERNORS
11.
11. The members
The German gov
on how long It will
federal authorities as the plun
Feb.
the
Tex.,
"That
Berlin,
Dallas,
Feb.,
by
depends
GOVERNMENT
HAYTIEN
WASTES
and his remains will be sent to
of the Fifth district of the Texas
of the packet of registered mail ernment has shown its continued con require me to transact the business
derer
IN
NO
TIME
DISPOSING
Brady, Tex., his former home, and
Denver, Feb.. 11,
A, joint reso- Bankers' association met in this city
and gold bullion which was shipped fidence in Count' Zeppelin's inventive that brought me here."
where his parents live, for burial.
OF TRAITORS
lution was introduced in' the jjenate today and held their annual meeting.
from Fairbanks, Alaska, to Seattle and constructive ability by ordering
It was suggested to Griscom that
yesterday providing for a meeting of Howell E. Smith of McKInney prelast August The treasure stolen in from him another dirigible balloon for a rumor was current that he had
ARCHBISHOP RYAN DEAD
the governors of all the states west sided. The principal features of the
Cape Haytien, Hayti, Feb. 11. Gen- transit amounted to $74,000.
the. use of the army. The projected come to this city to bo married to
' J
Philadelphia, Feb. 11. Archbishop of the Missouri river for the purpose program were addresses by G. E. Al eral Chapuset, commander of the
airship will be smaller than the the missing New1 York girl, .nreply
Quana-minth- ,
VOTE 8ELLERS INDICTED
educational direc- rebel force i.whioh captured
Ryan died at 4:10 p. m., following a of discussing the question of control len of New Yoa-kDeutzchland, which came to grief in he said; i; 'V!
,t,
and General Mic&el Codie, who
tor of the American Institute of BankFeb. 11. The grand the Teuteberg forest last June, but
relapse early today- He had been of the public domain. Governor
Portsmouth,
"I have , already stated that I am
sick a long timer The 'dead prelat
is authorized to invite the gov ing, and Charles H. Huttig, president led the Insurgents at Fort Liberty, Jury, which has been investigating al- the motors and their power will be not here,, In connection with Miss
was one of the best known Catholic ernors into conference in Denver in of the Third, National Bank of St. have been captured by the govern- leged vote selling in Scioto county, the same. Four of Zeppelin's air- Arnold.,. Further than this I will not
. .'
Louis..
ment, forces and shot to death.
indictments today. ships have met with disaster.
returned forty-on- e
August of this year.
clergymen in the United States.
discuss my mission here."
-
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ALLEGED SLAYER1EXPECTC0NGRESS. J AN U AR Y STARTED
LED

OFFICERS

TO DO THINGS

OUT COLD AND

NEXTWEEK

ENDED WARM

ii,

191 1.'

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

STRAY TOPICS

llELLY
GROSS, Inconora
(

GO,

tad)

How easy it is to the amount of $2.50 from the adto get into an Insane asylum is dem dressee and that this debt rested so
onstrated by the experience of a heavily upon his conscience, that he
and Dealer In
young woman in this city. Miss Han-- te't compelled to return the amount
Ion, a singer and musician was the of the debt. His conscience, howevWOOL.
possessor of a fine Stradlvarlus vio- er, was not strongly enough devel
OF. 10 TO 20 BELOW lin, which had been presented to her oped to prompt the man to pay the
VAHAN VALBANDIAN, CAPTURED PRESENT SESSION WILL PASS IN READINGS
ZERO FOLLOWED BY HIGH
some years ago by the late Edward legal interest upon this debt of lung
TO HISTORY THREE WEEKS
VEHICLES-fo- "!"
IN BULGARIA, MUST ANSWER
BAIN WAGONS-RACI- NE
H. Harrlman, the railroad king. She standing:
TEMPERATURES
FROM TODAY .
FOR BRUTAL MURDER
.
valued the instrument
highly and
A
It
case
with
somewhat
never
last
different
until
hap
July,
parted
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 11. The month
Washington, Feb. t 11. The proceed
SEVEN
Salem, Mass., Feb. 11. After haywhen the violin needed' certain minor pened the other day. A man walked
a
with
of
gen
1911,
fails
January,
or
began
doea
what
it
of
congress,
half
In
ings
a
chase
the
eluded
In
one
into
Instruthe
police
N. M.
ing
of the police stations
repairs. She entrusted ' the
- East Las
Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari,
will era! and rather severe cold wave, says ment to a
to
do
the
week,
coming
during
in
to
to
who
Bronx
run
be
was
and
told
take
lieutenant
it
around
the
the
friend,
world,
K.
only
way
M.,
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos,
Section Director Charles E. Ltnney, in to a certain music houBe for repairs. charge that his conscience had been
to earth at last in a little mountain naturally attract much pubic atten
Colorado.
Trinidad,
will end three his general weather summary for the The violin was not returned to her troubling him because he had stolen
Tillage of Bulgaria, Vahan Valban- - tion. The session
Temperatures to or below and when she inquired at the music some .clothing out of a dyeing and
Presi month.
from
Apparently
weeks
today.
dlan will be placed on trial here Mon
zero
prevailed generally over the ter house she was informed that the in cleaning establishment and he had
dent Taft'e program is little nearer
day fox an alleged murder committed enactment than it was on the2 first Mon ritory, and readings of 10 to 20 or strument had been returned to the decided to give himself up.
Some
more below zero occurred over some man who had brought it. Miss Han-- cynics do not take much stock in
In Lynn, July, 1909. The victim of
day in December, when the session
the tragedy was Minas J. Monjian, began. If anything is to be done In of the northern districts and in the Ion then went to the police and re- the statement of the man, that his
of Valban regards to the great questions demand- higher altitudes, on the morning of ported her loss. She was referred conscience had directed his steps to
the friend and room-matthe 2d or 3rd. A return to warm to the Harlem Detective Bureau and the police station, in view of the
WHOLESALE DEALERS- dian. One day in July, 1909, Monjian's ing attention, it is obvious that it weather followed
and
temperquickly
fact
a
was
out
was
that
his
She
there.
warrant
for
her
made
must
done
be
complaint
quickly.
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that
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city
Opossum and raccoon
the fad in London to wear all the
A cordial invitation is extended to
features of the report on the part of said cost, and moved that the city do the past 50 years, Cardui has been
confrences.
lustrous pendants and brooches of
ionable peltry. Long-haireall who have no other place of worprecious the members of the council, and. he not pay the $100 as claimed in the steadily forging ahead as a result of
and not appallingly expensive, these stones that one can muster and then
its proven value In female troubles. It
ship to attend divine services at this
two rivals are much seen and are hide them under a veil ot chiffon so' thought that It was not the expecta Hunker communication, seconded by relieves headache, backache, womanly
?hurch. .
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tion of the committee that the report Mr. Raynolds and oanried.
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A piece of flannel dampened witn thanks to the citizens' committee, for from the mere listening to the read Commerce of New York
Mexdecora-"tioChamberlain's Liniment and bound on
and wraps and used to give
tiz, Mexican consul, that 3,000
the deep interest they had taken in ing of the report he was unable to un
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
ST PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH icans of this state are ready to go
in addition to the warmth that to the affected parts is superior to this matter, which was duly seconded derstand the true purport in all its
troubled
When
with
street.
any
plaster.
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
National avenue and Eighth
to the defense of President Diaz of is required on chilly evenings. The lame back or
pains in the side or chest and carried.
phases, and he would suggest, that urinary irregularities. They are tonio
if their services are re scarf or wrap has been emphasized give it a trial and you are certain to Mr.
Rev. J. S. Moore, past..
Mexico,
his
motion
the
report be published in The Optic, in action, quick in results and afford
explained
Forsythe
1911
a prompt relief from all kidney disorSeotuagesima, February 12,
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report, saying
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of Spanish ancestry,
should be received with open
"I was glad' when they said of Las Vegas, N. M. There are by "designing" women.
'
nnto me: We will go into the house no more patriotic Americans than the
There is a long, simple cape of
of ' the
Spanish in chiffon in gorgeous flame color, form
of the Lord."
descendants
This church Is open daily for pri America, she says.
background, upon
ing a beautiful
vate prayer and meditation.
boys went which the two rows of brown mara"The
gladly to fight with the United States bou are placed. The edging of any
in 1898," says Mrs. Cordero, "and garment with marabou is very sim
Douglas
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
S.
J.
Raisin,
certainly deserve the right to ple. You will notice that, If two
they
street,
Ninth
avenue and
called
be
patriots. They were fighting row's are used, a consequent doubling
rabbi.
mother country then. of the charm results. A striped ef
their,
Friday
sermon
every
against
Services and
for chil Mr Ortiz must mean the Spanish- - fect is given in the straight scarfs
Services
8
o'clock.
at
night
when he says 'Mexicans' of chiffon, puffed or shirred between
dren and Sabbath school every &axur- Americans
'
is what most of the people the rows of feathers. This supple
that
for
10
o'clock.
at
day morning
in southern Colorado are. We have form can be tied or draped in soft
not three thousand Mexicans. He Is folds around the shoulders, the color
'American'-peoplusing the term
kindly harmonizing with any shade
betknows
He
of an evening dress.
through ignorance.
himEmbroidered silk of a dull tapestry
ter. He is a Spanish-America- n
self.
blue Is not too gorgeous to be made
people are more beautiful by. the addition of
"The Spanish-America- n
not looking for an opportunity to aid marabou. A straight panel of quillPresident Diaz. They are not inter ing and embroidery is "relieved at
ested in that conflict any more than each side by a plain band before
.
they would be in one in Germany. the soft brown edge is used. What
marabou will do for a peacock blue
11
Use any kind of water you A few might want to go down for
but not because they be- satin wrap could be seett in a model
wish hot or cold, hard or excitement,
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something to the recently brought from Paris.' A deep
lieve they
1 m
,and Sunny Monday Mexican government. Mexico - once shnwl
;nf
collar, deo.j cuffs and the .edgi
laundry soap will give you drove the Spanish people out of there. ing of the wrap were made of this
:
The Mexicans are the descendants of attractive "fur." No other trimming
allv erood results.
m
effective and
is required for this
Use any method of washing the Aztecs and other aboriginal races
have no claim to being call- easily constructed outer garment.
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to which you-ared Spanish.
Tunics are clinging to this seanrl Sunnv Monday will make
do not son's costume with attractive tenacthe
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6
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sure
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goered oversklrt or tunic. There is an
go to help Diaz. They are
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ing to help him and they are not excellent opportunity for repeating
'
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n
Mexicans. They are Spanish-Americaany decorative idea at this point.
The n. k. fairbank company
m
There Is also a splendid solution of
patriots"
.

pure, wholesome
leavenlnci anent which makes the
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biscuit and cake

highest

at medium cost and protects the
looa from alum, which is the greatest
dietary danger
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Typically American is state pride.
In commonwealths with century-ol- d
records of accomplishment Its' exEntered it th Postoffice at East pression is born of inherited admiraLas Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- tion; in communities on thV thression through the United States Malls
hold of things it tells of. Lope and"
aa second class matter.
- i Oi.l'fi J
courage.
a v
Yet when a dwe'ler in
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
finest state in the
Oally Per Year, by Carrier ....17.60 declares, "It's the
live ' anywhere
I
wouldn't
union
.65
Daily Per Month, by Carrier...
a group of jubilant
J
Only Par Week, by Carrier .. .15 else;" when
singers join in:
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
"You are the best in all the West,
2.00
Per Year, by MaU
New Mexico, New Mexico,"
Six Months
to
air of "Maryland, My Marythe
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed,
is a bit unsettling. Have
it
circulation
and
land,"
weekly
largest daily
of any newspaper in northeastern New we been blind, or are the enthusiasts
misled? Neither; they but voice the
Mexico.
satisfaction In opportunity, the joy
COLORADO TELEPHONE
that glorifies the experience of the
Main Z pioneer.
Business Office
Not that there is much pioneering
Main 2
r
Editorial Rooms
2
the two commonthese
Main
days in
8oclety Editor
wealths just taking their full place
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1911.
m the nation- That era is past. Said
home
a woman whose cement-walle- d
THE BATTLE OF JUAKEZ defied the brilliant Arizona sun:
"What do they have in Illinois or
If all wars, or rather battles, are Nebraska that 1 lack? My houst
conducted in the future like the fa has electric lights, furnace, bath
a club,
mora Battle of Juarez, which was room, telephone; I belong to
We take a daily paper, my neighbors
well
fought the other day, the
as anywhere
are as intelligent
known characterization that General what more do I need?" And three
Sherman gave to war will no longer years ago the site of her dwelling was
desert!
be applicable. Indeed, war will have sage-brus- h
revealed
She
the secret of the good
won't
lost all its terrors, and there
cheer with which the new Southwest
be any need to continue pressing the
in a sense the last Southwest is
unuiual peace propaganda, except, working out Its destiny; the possiperhaps to point out that it is an bility of securing the comforts of
unnecessary expense to indulge in civilization at short notice almost
r
battles that are free from bloodshed, while you wait. Those of
toof
knew
it
nothing
days
or any other harmful adjuncts.
day bare plains, tomorrow a comnews
had
For a number of days,
munity of modern homes.
been coming from the latest scene of
For centuries 235,000 square miles
the Mexican revolution that the re- of gray desert, blire hills, mesas, and
bels had surrounded Juarez, the chief valleys dozed under almost cloudhas
less skies. The awakening
port of entry to Mexico from the come
in two distinct periods. Said
United States. The town was report- an old ranchman of New Mexico:
ed to be at their mercy. Refugees and "Eighteen years ago I moved here
all the
flocked across the from Illinois. Practically
from
were
Mexico
Americans
in
New
bridge that led them to United States
Missouri.
Texas,
Arkansas,
Tennessee,
territory. What the revolutionists
They drifted in after the war, just
were going to do to Juarez was
as Northerners went to Kansas and
Although it was many hundred Nebraska. They were
stockmen;
miles from the center of the Mexican so are their descendants today. Ten
government, and a really insignifi- years ago, when irrigation became a
cant part of It, the reports from the feature of agriculture, families from
i
Illinois, and Ohio arrived on horns
revolutionary camp were to the ef- seekers' excursions. Later, Nebraska,
fect that when Juarez fell, the Diaz Iowa and Kansas furnished settler.;
government wua.a be all crushed to until now we have folks from all over
earth, and uuuu.e truth it would not the East."
In Arizona the mines brought the
be able to rise again. But the rebels
first. American residents. They came
procrastinated. They evidently were
seeking copper, gold, silver. Later
of the opinion that it would not be came the farmer and the home buildwiee to attack Juarez until everybody, er. Today on the streets of Phoenix
including the handful of government or Bisbee is a cosmopolitan assemsection of the
troops stationed there, had taken their bly representing every
nation.
departure. While they were' making
So on its 122,000 square miles New
up their minds in the premises, ad- Mexico has 327,000 population; Ariditional government troops slipped zona has on its 113,000 square miles
and
While
historically,
into the beleaguered town. And when 200,000.
common
the rebels woke up one. morning they physically having much in
far
the territories are temperately
found themselves confronted by a su
apart. "It comes from this .varied
J.
perior force. Discretion always be- settlement," explained
ing the better part of valor in the H. Klbbey, of Arizona. "New Mexwars that are fought every day or so ico's valleys run north and south,
and the early Mexican sheep herders
in Central and South American counpastured their flocks far northward.
tries, the rebels withdrew some twenty-f- When given grants for more or less
ive
miles. Then they decided to valuable services to ruler or con- come back, and . on Tuesday w
querer, they chose lands with which
fought the bloodless Battle of Juarez. they were familiar. The American
The garrison of the town went out settlers,
westward bound, found a
to meet the rebels. As many as two start made toward, civilization, and
hundred shots were exchanged. Then stopped there in large numbers. In
the garrison made a run back for the Arizona the valleys extend east and
town and the rebels retired In the west, and the herders were less likeother direction. There was not a ly to cross deserts to reach them. The
casualty or a wounded man on either discovery of mines
the
brought
side. And the rebel general felt so Americans, and not until a later era
well satisfied with the day's work of came the farmer."
himself and men, that he rewarded
So one state Is pastoral, the other
himself In the evening by walking devoted more largely to mines, and
to United States territory for the pur- each harbors a grievance against the
pose of getting a square meal. Pre East. "We have not received a square
sumably, if the general of the federal deal," said Governor R. E. Sloan, of
troops bad come across him during Arizona. "The East has looked upon
the evening he. would have set up the the Southwest as yet existing In the
drinks. For honors were surely even wild and woolly frontier period, with
in the encounter, and there was suf cowboys 'shooting up' the towns, with
ficient for all.
terrorism frequently rampant. On the
Not the least interesting feature of contrary no eastern state community
the immortal fray was the fact that is better behaved or has a higher
several thousand Americans had re- average of citizenship than these new
served peats across the Rio Grande states."
where they witnessed all the details
Perhaps the people themselves have
of the wonderful fight. It Is not furnished some excuse for the east's
known whether either the federal or view. New Mexico usually appears
the rebel forces charged the specta typified by a wide, tlltedfliimedoro-brero- ;
tors reasonable admission fees to the
a monument to, Kit Carson Is
But
performance.
perhaps
they a feature of its capital city. Arizona
didn't bother to collect any money erects monuments
surmounted by
from the spectators, as they had prob broncho-buster- s.
To the home folks
ably panged for most remunerative they stand for picturesque features
commissions from the moving picture of their history; from a distance
men who Just; "casually" hapiiiedtd wrong impressions may be gained.
be on hand.
After all, the
big things of the
mid-Arizo-
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Southwest are not cowboys, pueblos,
giant cacti, painted deserts, relics of
Aztec occupation, but the transformation being worked by an energetic
e
American immigration
that is doing for it what was done
for the Middle West three or four
ago.
Evidences are everywhere. In the
suburbs of the little hamlet you see
cottages that might have been transported, fully formed, from the Connecticut Valley; store buildings have
no more the false square front hiding a gable,' but are built on modern
stretch long
lines; cement walks
white surfaces; and circling the head
of a gilded statue of Our Lady of
Lyons, "adorning a chapel In historic
Santa Fe, is a halo of electric
lights!
In one direction do both states look
for Industrial
progress irrigation.
Their mines produce great wealth,
likely to increase as the hills are
more thoroughly tested; their lumber camps are important. But mines
and lumber
camps do not bring
attract
migratory labor
homes; they
ers whose Interest Is ephemeral. The
farm makes for development of a
social life. Only by irrigation can
either state hope to build up such a
feature. Month after month of cloudless skies and pulsating sunlight will
not, even on good soil, raise crops.
Wide-awak-

-

s

Each state has its special pride in
irrigation entrprise. New Mexico has
acres under
aDDroxlmately 500.000
ditch, with 3,000,000 more amendable
to artificial watering. It will take
decades to utilize it all, but some
day the waters of the Rio Grande and
its tributaries, with the flow Of smaller streams and surface moisture, will
be conserved. The Pecos valley Is
already practically all under the
plow; the Mesilla Valley is rapidly
being improved as settlers realize Its
possibilities. ' The government reclamation service is expending millions
in projects that will fertilize vast
areas. Of these, that of the Rio
Nearer
Grande is largest.
completion is Arizona's portion in the
service's notable work the Roosevelt
dam on the Salt River, to be dedinext
Roosevelt
Mr.
cated
by
March.
"Agriculture," said
Governor W. J. Mills, of New Mexico,
"is the hope of the Southwest, winning to us men who are worthy as
citizens and successful as manag-agers.- "

It is not a poor man's country In
the sense that Oklahoma, Kansas) and
Nebraska were. It is the place for
the man who brings enough to establish himself and can become an active
factor, In business life. This class
is coming by every train, and it includes intelligent, enterprising farm-er- a
of every section of the Middle
West. Likewise it 'Is a young man's
country.
You see few elderly men in the
business houses; youthful enthusiasm
is everywhere. So you expect, and
find, that there are a push and a hustle characteristic of new countries.
This Mexican population is of two
classes: a large portion the laborers,
the sheepmen ; a smaller part men
of means, shrewd business managers.
Curiously, in view of the usual conception of the Mexican, he is given
a good reputation by those who know
him best. "I have had twenty years'
experience with him,'' said the manranch. "I have
ager of a 100,000-acr- e
never found better laborers or men
who would keep a contract mor
faithfully. They do not strike, and
treated well, they remain with you.
of
I have bought tens of thousands
'
sheep of Mexican owners without
a written contract, and never had one
fail to do as he agreed which is
more than 1 can say for some American stock owners. We must have
laborers, and this class furnishes
them. Without them it would be difficult to develop a definite place in
the southweeftj'.
To be sure, crimes are committed,
growing out of the hot tropic blood
of the race, but even jurists give a
fair account of the character of the
people.
Judge John R, McFie, who
has been for eighteen years on the
federal bench, said: "Nowhere have
I found better jurors or men with a
higher sense of justice than among
the Mexicans. I have tried murder
cases In which' the defendants were
Mexicans and every member of the
jury of that nationality, yet have always found the verdict fairly given,
and conviction has followed regularly
If the testimony
warranted. .They
are good citizens, are,
and adhere to the court's instructions
more closely than any other Jurors
I have found. "Jhere are no 'smart
Alecks' among them; they take their
fair-minde-
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Has been in force for over two years and

I

duties serIoue;$n$. strive to seize
the argument. Probably there are
more defendants of this race than of
Americans proportionately to the population, but their offenses are mostly of a minor sort There is no race
issue.
They divide on public questions, as do the Americans. They
are laboring people largely, not pan
ticularly progressive nor aggressive
and there is no likelihood of antagonisms nor of difficulties in the future."
In Arizona there is the Mormon
of
the
question. Two members
Saints were
Church of the Latter-tCaelected members of the recent Arizona constitutional convention. Said
"It has been
Governor Sloan:
charged that the Mormon
vote in Arizona is 30 per cent of
the total; It is not more than 10 per
cent.
The people of this sect are
farmers and good citizens. They are
prohibitionists and not polygamists.
There Is no Indication tnat they will
ever be a large factor in the state's
The Mexican population is
politics.
not more than 15 per cent, mostly
Itinerants, and likewise no important
factor in politics, for the Amer'can
population is increasing, while the
We
stands still.
have had clean legislatures, no scandals, and have an ambition to make
this a good state for the farmet and
business man allHe. With our 400,-00-0
acres now In cultivation we can
support twice the present population.
Eventually there will be 1,250.000
acres tilled, and every acre extraordinarily productive.' We want settlers
and capital, and propose to give both
square treatment"
This last sentence is the key to the
sentiment of the dweller in tho south
west.
Men and money are needed.
Irrigation enterprises cannot pay unless settlers come to till the lands.
has
a
Here and there
plungei
equipped a great ranch house, making a mansion in the desert- He lias
lived like a king, impressing every
titled visitor and; then departed. The
commonwealth cares for no such investors. The future will depend on
the worker, the man who comes to
stay. Owing to the vast distances
and the waste desert lands, there
can never be a network of railways
such as has covered Oklahoma and
other parts of the Middle West. Two
trunk lines with some branches constitute practically all the railway facilities likely to be had for many
years. The new states will be disposed to consider this in their statutes,
as they will the work of capital that
has developed the mines and stored
the waters;, but there is a strong
undercurrent of disposition to regulate corporations and secure for the
citizen his full rights
A peculiar feature of the realty
holdings of the southwest, almost unknown elsewhere in the United States
is the existence of land grants. Back
In the old Spanish clays, whenever a
King or conquerer was particularly
pleased with a favorite, or when a
general performed some deed of merit, a few thousand acres of land were
given. Naturally,, of those holdings,
on this side of the line, the larger
portion were chosen in New Mexico,
because it was with this part of the
southwest that the. natives were most
familiar. After the Mexican war a
court of claims passed on these possessions and decided what were the
boundaries and perfected the titles.
In the auditor's office at Santa Fe
is a list of 150 grants, ranging in extent from the famous Maxwell grant
of 1,440,000 acres to tiny gifts .of
57 acres. Nineteen
exceed 100,000
acres each, four are more than 500,-00acres each. The total area is
h
about 8,000,000 acres,
the
state's area.
Spanish-America-
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what It has done In Colorado outstrip the mines.
Associated with these evidences of
worth as a promise of the future is
the character of the people. That
they are planning for the higher life
Is apparent.
"These two new states
are actually
y
with institutions of higher learning," one territorial officer put it "By that I mean
that we have provided so liberally
for universities, normal schools, and
similar Institutions thai' we have
greater facilities than there are students to utilize 'them. Teachers' salaries are high." The University of
New Mexico, at Albuquerque, (Its
buildings quaintly typical of the
after'-- Indian
Southwest, fashioned
pueblos), enrolls 130; the University
of Arizona, at Tucson, has 201. They
are liberally proportioned
for the
larger attendance that will come with
the growth of the
states. School
lands in each state are counted by
millions of acres.
Not quite complete was the solemn
remark of Census Supervisor Paul A.
F. Walter of New Mexico, when he
said: "We have the largest proportion of people owning their homes
free of debt of any state in the

-

,

.

Union.".
"Is this from statistics, or is it real
estate boom literature?," was Inquir-

ed.
"Fact," then with a smile: "Why
not, when all that is necessary to
make a house is to go out in the yard
and dig some earth for an adobe
wall?" Yet even a "doby" dwelling
is an abiding-placand its possession
in fee simple undoubtedly adds to the
contentment and permanence of the
population. Nor Is such a home to
be despised, when made with skill.
Many of the best families dwell with
In such walls. Cool In summer, warm
In winter, decorated with the Inevitable Navajo rugs and blankets, they
become unexpectedly attractive.
A ranchman Invites you to go
thirty miles to see his property. ' By
stage or horseback?" you ask. "Oh,
In a car, of course." Automobiles are
e,

(Continued on Page Five)
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TAUPERT'S
REPORTS

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

calves,
flONEY AND STOCKS,
$58.25; western steers,
New York, Feb. 11. Prime mercan $5.256.25; western cows. $3.25
2
tile paper
per cent. Mexican 6.
dollars 45. Amalgamated 66. Sugar
Hogs 3,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
$7.457-55;- '
Bulk,
heavy,
118 bid. Atchison 107. Great Northern lower.
$7. 40 7. 50 ; packers and butchers,
Northern Pacific.' 126
pfd. 129
Southern' Pacific 119 $7.457.55; light, $7.507.60.
Reading 160
Steel 81
Sheep 3,000. Market steady. MutUnion Pacific 179
tons, $3.804.50; lambs, $5.255.10;
pfd. 119
fed western and yearlings, $4.20
4.50; fed western ewes, $3.254.25.
WOOL.

44

1--

.

.

3--

1-- 4.

1-- 4.

1--

1--

St. Louis, Feb. 11. Wool Market
unchanged. Territory and western
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 1G3
18;

1213.

fine,

nETAL

...

Lead and copper markete nominal and' unchanged.
.
Silver 51 8
New York, Feb. 11.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, Feb. 11. Wheat May 92
Corn May 48
July 91
Oats May 31
July 31
July 49
Pork, May $17.70;' July $17.17
Lard May $9.4547
July
Ribs May $9.45; July
$9.37
7--

2

7--

$9.25.

;

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Feb. 11. Cattle, 200,
including 100 southerns. Market is
steady. Native steers, $5.406.75;
southern steers, $5.256.25; southern
cows, $3.254.75; native cows ana
heifers, $3.256; stackers and feeders, $4.60(g5.90; bulls, $4.i55.25;

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Cattle, 300. Market steady. Beeves, $56.80; Texas
steers, $4.155.50; western steers,
$4.405.70; stockers and feeders,
$3.855.90; cows and heifers, $2.65
5.80; calves, $6.759.25.
Market slow to 15
Hogs 18,000.
cents lower.
$7.4007.65;
Light,
mixed, $7.207.60; heavy, $77.20;
good to choice heavy, $7.207.50;
pigs, $7.407.75; bulk, 07.357.55.
Market is steady.
Sheep 2,000.
Native, $2.504.40; western, $2.50
4.40; yearlings, $4.505.60; lambs
and natives, $4.256.25; western,
Chicago, Feb. 11.

$4.506.25.
La Grippe Coughs

Strain and weaken the system and

If not checked may develop into pneumonia. No danger of this when Foley's Honey and Tar Is taken promptly.
It la a reliable family medicine for all
coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
effectively In cases of croup. Refuse
subsltltues. O. G. .Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

(UJimMsan&lIM
IFbp

sinddl TantsoaSsi

SWdDHBalls

At "THE STORE OF QUALITY"

Porcato

Striped Linen Waist-ing- a
and Suitings

Mostfy Light Patterns, well worth 13c to

27 inches wide, fjoocf washable jcolors, worth
23c per yard, Special, Price

IZic per yard,

10 Yards

BostDress

Ezitra Special

Ginghams

65c and 75cjSILKS

Toile Du Nord, Seersuckers, or amos
keags for

one-tent-

Special Price

mo

19c

0

Those early adventurers
were
shrewd; they selected the most pro
mising valleys for their locations. It
has taken a long time to place these
lands on the market Some
are
owned by European syndicates the
Maxwell grant having passed to Hoi
land capitalists. Many heirs were to
be satisfied, and not until recently
were the lands offered to the settler.
Now, however, they are being broken
up and sold either to land companies
or to Individuals. This adds materially to the area of farming land In the
new state, and removes one hindrance to rapid settlement.
In Arizona the grants, with one or two
small exceptions, are all within thirty miles of the southern border, and
their area is small. The hope of the
new states is agriculture; land spec
ulation by syndicates Is detrimental
to their progress. Mining' in Ari
zona bears to agriculture a ratio of
J It 1s ' a' matter "of' a
e;
seven
few years' Swneniagrlcultur wlll,,sdi

-

universal

given

Ij--

top-heav-

"

satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10
percent off for cash, think of your saving.
has

ili"U

China, Jap, Debutante,
Silks, Sampson Silks
Der vard

Shopsu,
:

$1.10

Scotch
Galatea
Cloth

Lining

or Gilberts', at
-

10 Yards

20c value, 27 inches
wide, for

5 1m

!

io

'

x'

Shoe Values
$3.00 Women's Cravenette High P O OP
Shoes, all sizes, lace only
$4.00 Patent Colt, Vici, Gun Metal, .
Patent Ktd, all sizes, lace or (PO
button
MOeUO

n

33c and 50c Hose 9l to 11 all Lisle 1
Q
.....JLCJC
Thread, per pair

fn

20c and, 25c Hose, all sizes, good
serviceable Sox, per pair..
Xs2C
$10 all Wool Covert Top Coats for
entire week at 34 to 37 sizes, (DO OQ

$3.30 Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Patent
Colt, Patent Kid, lace or
button
. .
THE

515-31- 7

Railroad

mam
i'i

t

V-

-

pl

$3.23
STORE
i zz.

Avenue

to-on-

17,

vOO0

E . Las Vegas

only

,

am
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Opposite
Castaneda
Hotel
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The

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving
our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

8 ORMAL

UPERSONALS

Prescriptlonlst

CHAMPIONSHIP

John Flagg, who resides in FrenCi,
la in the city.
F. B. Howe was In town today from
his mesa farm, "'
T. T. Turner, of Harvey's lower
ranch was in town today.
J. ,S. Jonejf'Bxrivea last night from
Albuquerque on brief business Tislt
joe HartmanwjoTlvw-o- a a meia
ranch, was here today purchasing 'sup
plies,
V
'T
nenaafl ,nieid u in Albuquerque on
a business' tilp for the Charles Ilfeld
company.
W. IL. Martin, Jr., the Kansas City
land man. is here on one of his period
ical trips.
C. D. I Black. who resides on th-mesa, was Wrong the visitors in ha
'
city todayj
Albino' B. Gallegos has returned to
his home1 in' Las Conchas after a few
days spent In Las Vegas.
Sheriff Secundino Romero was ex
pected to "return this afternoon trim
s
a
trip Into the country,
A. A. Jones returned last night from
Santa Fe where he has been on busi
ness before the board of water com
mission era for several days.
'
J. E. Hannum. manager for the
Continental Oil company, with head
quarters In Albuquerque, is neve on
an inspection of the company's local
yards.
E. B. Wheeler, manager of the But
ler estate, has returned from Colo
rado, in several parts of which stata
he had been transacting business dur
ing the past several weeks,
Estevan H. Biernbaum, deputy sher
iff of Mora county, was here today
from his home In Mora, bringing
the
with him Robert W. Sammon,
son of Robert Sammon,
llyear-ol- d
who was. assassinated from ambush
in Mora county, December 2. Mr
Biernbaum sent the boy to Albuquer
que this afternoon, where he "will
enter- - the Immaculate Conception
school, which is conducted by the Sis
ters of Charity under the direction of
Rev. Father A. M. Mandelari S. J,
Young Sammon was with his father
when the latter was killed.

.

CO.

ITS

WE HAVE A
FRESH MEAT
BEEF
PORK
MUTTON

.

VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

I

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

144 AND 145.

OUR NEW

STATES

(Continued from Pago Four)

.WHO 7 ? ? WHO
s
nearly as common in the new states
as in New York. The territorial TJiere was a young woman named
Snyder,-- '-'
highway and scenic highway, just begun In New Mexico, will make an Who swallowed two quarts of hard
cider.
ideal course for the motorist.
then went to bed
She
for
be
will
there
Interest
Always
a talti in er head
'With
the visitor in the many strange sights
of the new commonwealths. The In And dreamed 'tout a pink an I green
spider. .
dian Dueblos. the reservations, the
the
and
the
canons,
petrified forests,
fascination. OH and
deserts have
new civilization mingle. In remote
1 ft W ' t
parts you see ponies driven around
"WHiAT'S THE USE?
and round, treading out the whent ns

centuries

ago.

A few

score

.Tines

away is a great concrete dam fur
nishing electricity and sending it
miles over the barren plain to illum
inate towns and drive street cars-Thiblending of the old and new is
one great charm of the Southwest,
nor will it pass away. Conditions are
such as to retain the picturesque.
A
energetic people is
developing the new states, eaecr to
make them, in western parlance, "a
good place to live in." That sue ess
will come is inevitable. The ero of
the "bad man" has passed it is now
punishable by heavy fine to cary
concealed weapons in either state.
r
Is at
The era of the
hand.
Into every beginning in the new
states enters some vision of the
y
future. In a
more, it
be
Who
knows?
may
s

clear-heade-

home-builde-

half-centur-

f
Why must old age come on apace
And clasp us in his grim embrace?
Why must we watch the years fly by
And know that some day we must
die?
Why can we not devise some scheme
To lengthen out youth's golden
,
dream
'Till Gabriel with his mighty blast
Shall call us home to heaven at

last?
Scientist's in all the ages.
Beardless youths and whiskered
sages,
Have often "mixed up magic dope
That rilled our cringing souls with
.

hopStt

They said: "Drink deep and have no
fears
thousand
And you will live six

years5,

4,

But those who the' elixir tried If in need of trees or shrubbery see
Straightway laid down and quickly
W. F, Calhoun or call at L. G. Caldied.
houn's real estate office and leave
And now from classic stadium
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
Comes out-- ' the words "Eat radium,
That is the best and sole solution
Of how to hinder dissolution."
To Get
I told my frau about the plan.
soaked me with a frying pan
Effects; AndSheglared
at me with blazing eyes,
When I suggested radium pies.
Genuine "I cannot cook that stuff," said she,
Always Buy
"Because?
have no recipe.
"
I
I will not spoil my pots and kettles
Attempting to cook silly metals."
I went upon a' shopping bum
Pricing good fresh radium.
And on' my journey I soon found
The stuff ie;worth as much a pound
As Pierpont; "Morgan or John D.
Could earn in an eternity.
In fact, the dolpe'is worth much more
Than beefsteak 1s whan pjloes soar.
And that's the w&son
wjj, aoggonnit,
I penned this wierd, disjointed son- .

Its Beneficial

the

in

Nyrup

of

ana

ElKIREtW
manufactured hyihe

net

o r:i
way citation
'.

,

(pora f8$ra(gi
Sold by all leading
I

Drvqqists
OneSizeOnlWf o Dottle

--

o 7,
giving,
--

?

".

In humble
Of the outrageous price of living.
It seems to me much best to croak'
Than put six million years in soak.
While paying back the borrowed gold
We spent to keep from growing old.
cobb.
' :. r s. u:'
v'

HONORS

LAST NIGHT'S

ai

i feet

NUMEROUS
POSTERS, OFFERING REWARDS
FOR ESCAPED CROOKS, ON
FILE IN SHERIFF'S OFFICE

GAME

re made of

the Best Spring -- SteeL
Perfect in Construction,
Strictly
Absolutely Noiseless,
BarantMd by tk Hanufactunrt
80U irdutllMl) fry

For Wood and Metal Beds.
Positively the Best Spring on
the Market, only at

4.

i

.

Urs. Cecilio Rosenwald has issued
invitations,, for an at home Tuesday
Many prisoners escape eaoa year afternoon.
from the penal institutions through
out the country. This Is shown by
Miss Helen Kelly is vUitlng her
the number of rewards for the recap brother, Dan Kelly, and friends in
ture oi escapea con v iota waicn, are Trinidad. She will be absent a week
or ten days.
offered by the various penitentiaries.
Sheriff Secundino Romero has a stack The Keokuk Concert
company, an
of posters on hia desk containing de- attraction on the Santa Fe"a entertainscriptions of men who have escaped ment course, appeared In the Y. M. C
from prison by violating their paroles A. hall last evening and pleased a
or other means. One circular contains large audience. . The members of the
a list of descriptions of over fifteen company are all stars In their line.
men who have escaped from the Kan Especially enjoyable was the whistling
sas penitentiary In the past year. of Miss Strickler.
Idaho, Colorado, Nevada and Arizona
The Spring Chicken crowd, which
penitentiaries send the largest num
ber of requests to Sheriff Romero to had planned to give a dance Tuesday,
keep his eyes open for escaped prison has put off the fun until a future date.
ers.
Inability to secure a hall was responIt is a matter of Interest, however. sible for the postponement. The
to note the number of prisoners who Spring Chickens are live ones and
are recaptured. By bulletins or other are showing the older crowd a few
means the sheriffs are notified as the things about conducting enjoyable
men are caught. So complete are the dances.
desoriptionss that men trained to
handle criminals recognize the escap
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. S pi ess ened convicts quickly. A large percent tertained a number of friends at dinage of the men thus go back to prison ner Tuesday evening at their home
although It sometimes requires many on the Boulevard. Mr. . Spiess has
months to capture them.
gone to Washington to lend his in
fluence for the approval of the constitution by congress and President
AEROPLANE AS AN
Taift. Mrs. Spiess accompanied him
as far as Chicago where she will
IMPLEMENT OF WAR spend some time visiting relatives and
friends.

In Oriental and Floral Patterns,
150 Cotton Warp Chikugro Straw,
only at THE ROSENTHAL.

THE
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JUSTICE ARE

DATTNB

WON
IN

1

$5.06, "Japan- -'

9x1
'1

Champions of New Mexico is the
title now borne by the basketball
squad of the Normal University. The
title was earned last night in a hoi-l- y
contested game with the UniversiNew Mexico team on the armory
of
ty
court. The Normal boys won the
game by the score of 26 to 12. Last
night's contest is the first the University! has lost this season. It claimed the championship and the Normal
now has the right to defend that
title.
The game was fast throughout. It
was the most exciting contest that
has been played on the armory court
this season. The University boys
took the lead early in the contest,
but were unable to hold it, the first
Normal 10; University
lialf ending:

two-day-

NICE LINE OF

TEAM

BASKETBALL

TERRITORIAL

s

Phone Main 3

-

For

191

FUGITIVES FROM

$ 3'- 6"S

TITLE

,

WINTERS DRUG

CINCHES

n,

k- -

?:

vi

viJ

'

l

Civ5
would be the scene of many brilliant
parties during the social season.
"

Mrs. Hallet Raynolds
Hostess at Luncheon

Mrs. Hallett Raynolds was hostess

last Saturday, at one of the most per
fectly appointed Bridge luncheons of
the winter season at her home on Sev
enth street The affair was in honor
of Mrs. J. Amsden,
of Ashtabula,
Ohio, who is visiting her sister, Mrs.
C. S. Loeey. Sweet peas were attractively used in decorating the drawing and dining rooms. First prize
was awarded Mrs. McWenle, while
second prize went to Miss Browne.
Mrs. Amsden received a pretty guest'a
prize. Besides hostess and honored,
guest those there Included Mesdames
F. H. Pierce, C. S. Losey, S. B. Davia, '
Jr., H. W. Clark, C. A. Spiess, E. D.
Raynolds, J. F. Anton, C. P. Trumbull,
W. E. Gorner, H. M. Smith. E. J. M
Wenle, H. Erie Hoke, Miss Mildred
Browne, and Mlsa Cowan, of Dea
Moine, la., who is a guest at the Jet
ferson Raynolds home.

The forwards of both teams were
exceedingly fast, but they were covered by excellent guards. .This held
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas.
down the score materially. Time .affor
would
shoot
a
forward
ter time
the basket hut his aim would be sufficiently deflected by a guard to make TRY YOUR LUCK AND HELP OUT
him miss by a few inches, "it was
A GOODMUSE
a battle of basketball giants, who
inch-o- f
the game. Fouls
fought every
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 1, 1911.
were numerous, but during the early
We, the undersigned hereby agree
part of the game the players, evidently suffering from stage fright, to pay to Margarito Romero, the sum
were unable to pitch the ball through or amount set opposite our names re
j
the ring on free throws. At times spectively, 10 per cent monthly upon
Visitors
,
Albuquerque
individual
the following conditions, and for the
the game developed into
are Happily Entertained
battles between opposing pairs of following purposes,
MEXICAN INSURRECTION
GIVES
Fraternal
Monday evening the
First: The amount of this subplayers. The officials had to be conBrotherhood
houBe
will
for A Jolly affair waa the reception
UNITED STATES FINE OPPORkeep open
its
members
stantly on the job to keep the game scription to be used in developing the
friends.
their
Cards
and
given last evening by the students of
TUNITY TO TEST THEM
in hand but they gave general satis sixteen mining claims, not patented,
and dancing will be the amusements of the Normal University in" honor of the
situated in El Porvenir Mining dis
faction.
the evening. Favors will be given the members of the University of New
The rebellion in Mexico serves the ladles
The game demonstrated the Nor trict, now, owned and being worked
showing the most proficiency Mexico basketball squad. The recepuseful purpose for us that it affords at carda.
mal has one of the best basketball by said Margarito Romero.
The entertainment commit- tion was given in the halls of the main
Second: When a tunnel is run to free opportunities for the observation tee of the lodge Is planning a number building, which were
Team
machines in the southwest
prettily decor,
work and individual skill are combin the main shaft now sunk on said of military maneuvers. They may of enjoyable features for the program. ated in purple and white, the Normal
ed in the right measure to make up claims, and if the ores show paying not be maneuvers of a kind a general It is expected a large crowd will be colors. Punch waa served by several
an aggregation of surprising strength, values, then the subscribers hereto staff schooled at West Point would present.
To
of the Normal's prettiest glrla.
The fans are looking forward with and said Margarito Romero shall form approve, but it is real war neverthe
hasten acquaintance
and provide
pleasure to the coming 'struggle be a corporation for operation of said less, and as such provides an effective
Young men of the society set have amusement progressive conversation
tween the Normal and the Highs.
claims, said Romero to convey all said substitute for our own mimic mid gone in strong on the proposition for was tried with much, success.
Proclaims to said company, he to receive summer campaigns. The massing on the establishment of a Beaver Dam in grams euch as are used at dances
The preliminary, game between T!
Normal and High School girls' teams one-ha- lf
ttyo capital stock tbere- - the border of American cavalry and this city. The club facilities afford- were provided and the young men enwas" won ' by ' the former aggregation or, and the subscribers hereto to ret- detachments of the signal corps and ed by the Beavers furnish attractions gaged subjects on which to converse
Several ceive stock of .said company at ten coast artillery lends an aspect of real for men. The Beavers, however, are with the girls during three minute in
by a score of 22 to 11.
to the spectacle as it concerns not a selfish tribe and their club tervals. Musio waa also a feature of
changes had been made in the liae (10) cents on the dollar of its par ism
our army.
amount
in
for
the
value,
paid
by
each;
School
which
of
the
rooms, which they expect to open with- the entertainment Dr. and Mrs.
team,
up
High
to be used to
The opportunity is a specially ad in sixty days at the latest, will be the Frank H. H. Roberts, Dean and Mrs.
greatly strengthened it. The first balance of said stock
'
few minutes of play was a fierc purchase equipment and operation of vantageous one for a demonstration scene of many parties and enjoyable Frank Carroon, Mra. Harriet Sheldon
uses
of
of
said
the
claims
the
and
the
aeroplane
claims, perfecting
practical
and other members of the .faculty
social gatherings.
struggle for supremacy, but the Nor
The
"""""
were present as chaperons.
'
mals gradually, by superior work, development work and obtaining pat for scouting and patrol work. The
X
ents therefor.
backwardness of congress in prepar Elks to Consider
enter
Normal
the
of
the
planned
score
girls
end
at
ahead.
The
the
forged
Third: At end of one year Margari ing for the development of this new Plans for a Home
tainment and are deserving of the
of the first half was: Normal 12;
our
to
arm
to
leaves
sub
Romero
service
to
of
army
the
agrees
any
pay
con
credit
for Its suocees.
Elks
the
will
Tuesday
evening
8.
School
The Normal girls'
High
team is a worthy companion organi- scriber herto who may be dissatisfied, less well equipped with these facil sider at their regular meeting the proone-hathe amount paid in by ities than it should be. But some position of building a home for Las
zation for the championship team of
FRISCO LANDS BIG SHOW
subscribers.
such
practical experience may be gained in Vegas Lodge No. 408. Notices have
show
know
The
the boys.
they,
girls
case
in
move
said
Fourth:
That
Joint
and
the
Marga
signalling
observing
Washlngtn, Feb.
been sent to all the members request
the game and are able to play it
Romero shall sell said claims be ments of troops and in the general ing them to be present and Join in the resolution, naming San Francisco as
rito
The team, in a schedule of games
of said com war uses of aeroplanes agart from discussion. The Las Vegas lodge is the place for holding the internationwith other teams throughout the ter fore the incorporation
to pay to each
then
he
agrees
pany,
the oldest Elk organization In the ter- al exposition in 1915 in celebration
ritory, will stand an excellent chance subscriber
the amount paid in
Our
machines
thereto,
of
employment
flying
ritory. It has put off the establish- of the opening of the Panama canal,
of seizing the championship.
each, and also an additional sum to watch the military operations of ment of a club until plans could be passed the senate today without
by
Univer
The line-up- :
Boys' game
equal to 25 per cent of the amount so the Mexicans will have a bearing on devised for placing the oldest lodge In
sity Lembke and Seder, forwards;
in by each.
paid
international aerial law. Will it be New Mexico in the best quarters in
LIttrell, center; Smith and Doran,
Shares Amount allowable for army aviators to range the territory Many of the Elks be
guards.. Normal Ellis and Koogler, Gross
Kelly & Co..... 5000" $500.00 above ' the forces of another powe" lieve the time is ripe for the establishGalle
forwards; Comstock, center;
2500
250.00 and report on their movements? The ment of a olub and the matter will be
J. M. Cunningham
gos and Fredericks, guards.
D.-1000
. .
100.00 Mexican rebellion has occurred most
Hosklns.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
given special consideration by the
Normal Tillie Eh- Girls' game:
500
50.00 opportunely for the practical solution lodge. The establishment of an Elka
Graaf & Hay ward
Furnished on All Kinds of
Estimates
rick,
center; Josephine Robt. J. Taupert
Jumping
500
50.00 of problems raised
by the aerop'ane club would add much to the social
Building Job Work a Specialty .
Young, running center; Nora Trahey W. G.
5000
don
500.00 in war.
Hay
gaiety of Las Vegas, as an Elks home Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio
and Louise Trahey, forwards; Sadie E. G.
.'.
1000
100.00
Murphey.
Tooker and Mary Hayes,
guards. H. C. Smith....."
1000
100.00
High School Alice Burns, Jumping Chas. Ilfeld Co
1000 , 100.00
center; Phoebe Hart, running center;
All those wishing to invest in the
Opal Jones and Alice Coors, forwards; above
proposition will please call at
Marie Maloney and
Anna Wells, Romero Mercantile Co's. store where
guards.
assays and samples of ore can be
Bert Skinner of Albuquerque, and
seen, and get all other information.
Julius Krause officiated.
No stock sold under $10.00.
Very respectfully,
Omar F. Harshman is in the city.
MARGARITO ROMERO,
He is desirous of communicating with
J
a young woman, now married, who
NOTICE
was Miss Hargraves, of Topeka, Kan.
'oooo
,,00.000.00
To All Whom it May Concern.
DTTNrR'v?x,rt.c..hur.
He can be reached at the Central
Notice is hereby given to 'all whom
hotel.
it may concern that John H. York and
Catherine Mackel, the undersigned,
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
were on the 30th day of January, A. D.
But never follows the use of Foley's
executors of the es
and
which
checks the 1911, appointed
Tar,
Honey
B.
deceased. All
John
tate
of
Mackel,
M.
Stockcough and expels the cold.
well, Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all persons having claims agaist the said
the remedies I ever used. I contract- John B. Mackel, deceased, must prem
ed a bad cold and cough and was
them within the time prescribed
Before making an investment you should alway s
threatened with pneumonia. One bot sent
m
it's
law.
of
safe.
Think
that first ,
satisfy yourself that
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar com- by
Hunker & Hunker, attorneys for the
then of the probable rate of increase. If you're
pletely cured me." No opiates, just
a reliable household medicine. O. G. eatate.
careful and shrewd you'll put yourjmoney into a j
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
JOHN H. YORK, .
CATHERINE MACKEL,
11
To horse raisers, I want you to see
Exectuors.
For With an institution like th 3 Las Vegas savin?
'
'
Stallion . "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
bank it's absolutely removed from all risk. What'
1
ranch 4
miles east of Las Vegas
When in need of an auctioneer see
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rata
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
consistent with secure investments. Lastly, yourv',
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. .Satisfaction guaranteed.;
capital grows without exertion on your part.
Tony Faust Budvelser beer is
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS OA
on tap at, the Opera Bar and Is one
Ftnch'a Golden (Wedding Rye, aged
of the finest draft "beers served over in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coune.
any bar in "the city.

ROSENTHAL

.

to-wi-t:
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bomb-throwin-

Frank Revell,

T.

9

0

San MiguelNational Bank
Fxe
Tissue
Lq 0yab

NAX7utat,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

,

0.

Three Words

o

Savings Bank

0

2

,

fill
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CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a lino.
ad to occupy leta space than two
All advertlaomenta charged will
fee cooked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

"

i".

Halo and Female
Help Wanted

most
WANTED The
highly rated and best known firm
In America selling groceries by sam
ple to consumers, has an original
plan to offer reliable, industrious
men, enabling them, to quickly esbusiness of
tablish a permanent
their own, yielding a good income;
goods sold subject to trial; no investment; commissions advanced;
experisettlements;
ence not essential, references required. John Sexton & Co., Import
ers and Wholesale Grocers, Lake &
Franklin Sfcs., Chicago.

SALESMEN

eemi-moafch- ly

AGENTS, sell genuine
guaranteed
hose 70 per cent profit. Make $10

daily. Live agents and beginners
investigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029,
West Philadelphia.
WAITED A man to work
Ackerman Dairy.

at the

and expensea to travel and distribute samples for big
S.
manufacturer.
Steady work.
Scheffer, Treasurer. L 389, Chicago.

$100 MONTHLY

Competent woman
general housework.' Apply
Eighth street, before noon.

for

WANTED

1117

WEEKLY and expenses to trustworthy people to travel and distribute samples for big wholesale house.
C. H. Emery, It 489, Chicago.

$25,

Wanted
WANTED Every lady
man In Las Vegas to

and

try box

gentle
ball.

For Sale
FOR SALE One set of mission oak
dining furniture, in use only a short
time. Inquire 1105 Douglas avenue.
1225
FOR SALE Fat cow. Apply
Mora avenue. Charles Trambley.

House and lot, reasonable terms, also household furniture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lin-

FOR SALE

coln.

MASTER'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
NOTICE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
In the District Court of the Fourth
Publio notice is hereby given, that L
Judicial District Sitting In and tor the
County of San Miguel in the Terri- the undersigned, special master, under and by virtue of a decree and
'
tory of New Mexico.
rendered In the District
Judgment
Peter Roth, Plaintiff,
Court of the Fourth Judicial District
No. 6962. of the Territory of New .Mexico, in
vs.
and for the county of San Miguel, on
The Board of Trustees of tbe
the 5th day of December, A. D. 1308,
Town of Las Vegas, Triniin cause No. 6504, on the docket ot
dad G. de Baca, and all Unsaid court, entitled The Trust Comknown Claimants of interpany of St Louis county, trustee, vs.
Las Vegas Railway and Power comest adverse to plaintiff in
pany and William A. Buddecke, and
and to the real estate herealso under and by virtue of the judgDefendinafter described,
ment and decree of the Supreme
ants.
Court of the Territory of New Mexico,
To all Unknown Claimants of in dated August 29th, A, D. 1910, in cause
terest adverse to plaintiff in and to No. 1323, on tbe docket of said SuCourt, entitled Las Vegas Railthe real estate hereinafter described: preme
way & Power company, (a corporaYou and each of you are hereby no- tion), and William A. Buddecke, aptified that a suit to Quiet title has pellants, vs. The Trust Company of
been commenced against you In the St Louis county, (a corporation) apDistrict Court of the Fourth Judicial pellee, will on
Mdnday, April Third, A. D. 1911,
District, Bitting In and for the Coun at the hour of eleven o'clock a. m., of
ty of San Miguel in the Territory of said day, at the east front door ot
of New Mexico, by the plaintiff, Peter the Court House in Las Vegas, San
Miguel county, New Mexico, offer for
Roth, wherein said plaintiff prays that sale
and sell to the highest bidder for
his estate in and to the following decash, as provided by said judgment,
scribed land and real estate situate, to satisfy the sum of $313,000, with
lying and being In the County of San Interest thereon from the first day of
November A. D. 1908, at the rate of
Miguel in the Territory of New Mexico five
per centum per annum, until paid,
as
described
and better
follows,
said sum being the amount ot the
Beginning at a point on the east side judgment rendered In said cause; also
of the Mora road out of 7th street, to satisfy all costs of court and the
Eaet Las Vegas, N. M., and which costs of sale in this cause, including
all
fees allowed by the court
point is the northwest corner of the all attorneys
the following described real estate
A.
land of W.
Glvens, thence south and premises, personal property, fran82 degrees 45 minutes east, 670 feet chises, rights,
contracts, privileges,
to the land of Martha Green; thence and assets, situate, lying and being
north 3 degrees 34 minutes east,' 805 in San Miguel county, Territory ot
New Mexico,
feet to a corner; thence south 86 deAll the right, title, interest, claim
33
minutes east, 2650 feet to and demand whatsoever which said
grees
the southeast corner of this tract; defendants now have or are entilted
thence north 3 degrees 34 minutes to, of, In and to all and singular tbe
following described lands, tenements,
east, 2369 feet to the northeast corner hereditaments
and
appurtenances
thence south 65 degrees 94 minutes thereunto belonging, goods, chattels,
west, 4006 feet to the Mora road and franchises, rights, privileges, ma
northwest corner; thence south 5 de chinery, engines, boilers, poles, wires
tools electrical and gas
grees 50 minutes east 1240 feet to the mains, pipes
appliances, materials, supplies,, furni
southwest corner and place of begin- tures,
fixtures, electric
lighting
ning.
plants, equipments, electrical machine
Also that certain tract of land lying ry of every kind and character now
on the west side of the Las Vegas and owned or in which said defendant tbe
Vegas Railway & Power Company
Mora road about one-ha- lf
mile north Las
has any interest in, right or title to,
of the city of Las Vegas, New Mex situated
in San Miguel County, New
t:
ico, and more particularly described Mexico,
Lots numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
as follows:
15, 16, 17, in block 8 of the
Commencing at a nolnt on the west 12, 13, 14,
Sulzbacher and Rosenwald Ad
Lopez,
side of the present Mora road a dition of the El Dorado Town Com
shorf distance south of the present pany to Las Vegas (now in the City oi
residence of Peter Roth, where a lane Las Vegas), according to tbe map or
on file and of
running from Eighth street Joins the plat of insaid addition
the office of the probate
Mora road, thence running westerly record
recorder of said
clerk and
along the south line of said lane 249 county, reference to which is hereby
feet more or less to a stone; thence made.
Also a certain tract, lot or parcel of
running in a southeasterly direction
situated In the
of Las Ve
land,
along a fence a distance of 1140 feet gas, and described as City
follows;
more or less to a point, thence runBeginning at a point on the east side
ning In an easterly direction along a of Twelfth street N. 23 degrees 50
fance 93 feet more or less to the west minutes E. 232 feet distant from its
line of Bald Mora road; thence run Intersection with the north side of San
Francisco avenue, and running thence
ning in a northerly direction along south 74 degrees 30 feet west 64 feet
the west line of the said Mora road to a post at the corner of the fence
1140 feet more or less to the place of where Peter Trambley's land adjoins
beginning, may be established against the right of way of the Hot Springs
of the A. T. & S. F. Ry., thence
the adverse claims of all said defend- Branchsaid
of way fence north
along
ants and that each and every one of 5 degrees 30right
minutes east 100 feet to
them ba barred and forever estopped the middle of the ditch, thence along
from having any claim, estate, right the middle of tbe ditch in a general
or titel to the said lands or any por- course north 58 degrees 30 minutes
east 168 feet; thence soutn 23 degrees
tion thereof adverse to plaintiff and 60 minutes
east 136.5 feet to a point
that plaintiff's title thereto, be forever in said Peter Trambley's fence at the
quieted and set at rest and for such middle of the alley which runs through
other and further relief, etc., and that block eight (8) of the Lopez, Sulz
and Rosenwald Addition of the
unless you enter or cause to be en bacher
El Dorado Town Company, to Las Ve
tered your appearance in said suit on gas, thence along said fence south 71
or before the 14th day of March, A. D. degrees 30 minutes west 151.5 feet to
place of beginning, containing fortytherein will the
1911, decree
-six
)
of ai
one hundredths
be rendered against you.
acre of land, more or less.
Plaintiffs attorneys are Hunker & The two tracts of land above de
Hunker, whose poetofflce address Is scribed being the land upon which Is
situated the new power house and
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
plant of said Las Vegas Railway and
(Dated this 14th day of January, A. Power Company.
D. 1911.
Also the following described real f s- JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.
tate, situate in the City of Las Vegas.
County of San Miguel and Territory of
to-w- it

to-wi-t:

to-wi-

,

to-wi- t:

so

(46-100-

FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Island Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.

For Rent

-

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 923 Gallinas.
FOR RENT Furnished front bedroom
on first floor, electric light, bath.
508 Main avenue.

Five room
Callinas avenue.

FOR RENT

920

house.

rooms for
RENT Furnished
light housekeeping. 721 Fourth St.

FOR

FOR RENT

house.

1034

Nice front room, modern
Eighth' street

FOR RENT The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

Lost
LOST Check not indorsed and bank
book issued to S. I. Tiffany on San
Bank. Lost beMiguel National

tween power house and Prince
Finder return to Las Vegas
Light and Power Co. office and receive reward.

street

LOST Near the Sanatorium, on the
Mora road, pair of rimless eyeglasses. Finder notify Santa Fe
hospital and receive reward.

CHICHESTER

3&

Ladlc!

Ash your
turn
I'UU in K d and
boxes, sealed with

PILLS
SHRANI.
jl

ether. Hnr of rwp
Jik
PruifuUt- - Askfor III- - irKKTRHS'

1HAMOND HBAM PILLS, for 86.
years known ai Best. Safest. Alwan Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

New Mexico,

to-wi- t:

Commencing at a point where the
south line of the East Main street InNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tersects the eastern line of the land
(Not Coal Land)
formerly belonging to the New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. and Southern Pacific Railroad comLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. pany, and now belonging to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
11, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Cheniah company for station and rl?ht of way
which point is ahout 242 feet
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who, purposes,
in an easterly direction Crom the cenon1 February 19, 1909, made Home- ter of the main line of said railway,
stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW and 75 feet southerly from the north4
section 22, Township 17 North, erly line ot said East, Main street;
thence running easterly along the
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has southerly line of East Main street 224
filed notice of intention to make final feet to the east line of Commerce
commutation proof, to establish claim street; thence southerly alons the east
to the land above described, before line of Commerce Btreet 275th-east
thence westerly 224 feet to
Robt. L M. Ross, U. S. Court Com- line
of said Railway company's station
missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the and rteht of way lands: thrice north
8th day of March, 1911.
erly along the line of said railway
company's station and right of way
Claimant names at witnesses:
the place of beginning: subWilliam Smith, of East Las Vegas, landstoto use
by the public, for 'tnjot
ject
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-val- purposes of the easterly seventy feet
N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel- - of said land covered by Commerce
ger, of Cherryvale, N. M., and Herbert street, as now laid out; said tract of
land being otherwise described as the
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
,
northern 275 feet of block 2 of Teitle-baum'- s
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Addition to East Las Vegas, as
Feb 15
Register. shown by the plat thereof made by
John Campbell, C. E.. Dec. fith, 1894,
and filed in the records of San Miguel
Remember the Name
County, New Mexico; said block beFoley's Honey and Tar for all coughs ing bounded on the north by East
for croup, bronchitis. Main street, on the east by Commerce
and colds,
hoarseness and for racking la grippe street, and on the west by said .Rail
coughB. No opiates. Refuse substi-tue- way company s right of way and staO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross tion ground, and said land being described as Lots 1 to 11, both inclusive,
Drug Co.
of said Block 2, of Teitlebaum's Addition to East Las Vegas. Together
When her child Is In danger a wo- with the land opposite said lots now
man will risk her life to protect it occupied by Commerce street, and subNo great act of heroism or risk of life ject to the public use of said street.
Is necessary to protect a child from
Together with all and singular the
croup. Give Chamberlain's
Cough plant, Improvements, buildings and
Remedy and all danger Is avoided. structures of every description there
For sale by all druggists.
on situate, and the appurtenances
e,

s.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

n,

191

1

(hereunto belonging. Including the fol- the Town ot Las Vegas to The Las
lowing described machinery and plant Vegas Gas and Coke Company, their
successors and assigns dated NovemBoiler No. 1, made by the Erie City ber 20th, 1889, granting for a term of
Iron Works;
fifty years from said date to said comBoiler No. 2, made by Fairbanks, pany, the right to erect poles and
Morse and Company;
stretch wires along the streets and
Boiler No. 3, made by the Erie City alleys of said town for the purpose of
iron Works;
electric lighting;
with all the
No. 1 Westlnghouse Compound En- rights, privileges, together and franpowers
rated
at
gine,
power;
chises, which the Las Vegas Light and
No. 2 Westlnghouse Compound En- Fuel company acquired from the said
The Las Vegas Gas and Coke company
power;
gine, rated at
No. 3, one enclosed
Bel! under foreclosure proceedings, and
e
engine, rated at
power; one transferred by it to tbe Las Vegas
Stanley dynamo, capacity of Light and Fuel company.
60 kilowatt; one
or 37 2
Also a certain ordinance Number
kilowatts Westlnghouse alternator; 123 approved March 29th, 1901, grantone 500 light or 25 kilowatts ed, approved, and adopted by tbe City
Westinghouse alternator; one West- of Las Vegas, also the franchise grantlnghouse contsant current arc ma- ed by the Board of County Commissioners of San Miguel County, Terrichine, capacity about 40 lamps; one
tory ofNew Mexico, by its order, datBrush arc dynamo, capacity about 45 ed April 4th, 1901, recorded
In Book
lights; one
Stanley generator, 49 of record of deeds, page 610, of
of capacity of 100 kilowatts; one con- the
of San Miguel, New Mexstant potential arc transformer, capa- ico, County
under which aald ordinance 123
city 30 lights, together with all the and said order of said county comlamps, circuits, poles, wires, electric missioners, The Las Vegas and Hot
meters, and all other appliances, ap- Springs Electric Railway, Light &
paratus, tools, supplies of every de- Power company was authorized and
scription upon the said premises or empowered to operate in said City,
connected with the electric lighting Town and County
an electric railway,
plant heertofore operated by the Las electrio lighting plant and other purVegas Light and Fuel company, in the poses.
City of Las Vegas and Town of Las
Also, all real estate, personal propVegas, and their suburbs.
erty of every nature and description
Also one forty-foo- t
and
gasometer
now owned by the said Las Vegas Railthe purifying boxes, retorts, condens- way and Power company, or In which
and oth it has an Interest, Including lands,
er, exhauster,
er appliances for the manufacture of buildings, electric light
plants, steam
gas upon the above described prem- plants machinery,' engines, boilers.
cast-iroises; and all of the
gas mains dynamos, electric machines, electric
nd pipe connected with said gas lamps and all electric apparatus, poles,
plant and now laid in the streets and lines, wires, together with all and sin
alleys of said city and town of Las gular, the appurtenances, and privilVegas.
eges thereunto belonging, also all the
Also the following described lot Of
things in action, contracts, claims and
of
land, situate, lying and be- demands of said Las Vegas Railway
parcel
ing in the county of San Miguel and & Power Company, together with all
Territory of New Mexico,
the rents, issues, profits, income, privThat certain strip of land lying on ileges, immunities,
and
the north side of the City of Las Ve- corporate or otherwise, offranchises,
said Las
varas Vegas Railway and Power Company
gas, and being about ninety-fiv- e
wide, and bounded on the North by and also all the estate right, title, inthe lands, now or formerly of Morris terest, property, claim and demand
Biehl, and on the East by the right of whatsoever as well in law as in equity
way of the Hot Springs branch of the of said company intending to Include
A. T. & S. F. Railway company, and and cover herein and
hereby, all such
on the south by the lands of Browne
properties, rights, franchises and priv
and Manzanares Company,
formerly ileges set out and described in the said
of Miguel Montoya, and the Gallinas Deed of Trust from,, the Las Vegas
r.ver, and on the west by the Galli- Railway & Power
to the
nas River, on which said lot of land Trust Company of Company
St. Louis County,
is now erected the Old Power-Hous- e
of date November 10th, 1905, recordof the said Electric company.
ed in Book 58, page 67, of Records
Also a strip of land thirty feet wide of Deeds and Conveyanoes of Sar.
from North to south lying between Miguel County, New Mexico, and also
Eighth street and the Hot Springs In the supplemental deed of trust be
branch of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., tween said companies of date Febru
near the northern line of the city lim- ary 1st, 1906, recorded In Book 58 of
its of the City of Las Vegas and Record of Deeds of San Miguel County.
bounded as follows:
and also in the deed of trust made
On the north by land formerly of by William A. Buddecke to the Bald
W. C. Reld and now of M. M. Sundt, The Trust Company
of St. Louis
on the south by land of one Weisner, County, of date January 9th, 1906,
on the west by the east line of the recorded In Book 15, page 400 of the
right of way of the Hot Springs records of mortgages, deeds of said
branch of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., on county, and also In the master's deed
the east by the west line of Eighth of date May 7th, 1907, made by Wil
street.
liam B. Bunker, special master to
Also the road-betrack, poles and the Las Vegas Railway & Power com
wires which the said Las Vegas Rail pany, as fully and completely as if
way & Power company has now con herein set out in full, and also as constructed and operating from a point tained in the deed made by The Las
opposite the Santa Fe depot in East Vegas Light and Fuel company to said
Las Vegas, on Railroad avenue and Las Vegas Railway and Power comLincoln street. West on Lincoln street pany of date
1, 1906, which
to Sixth street. North on Sixth street said deeds February
of trust and said deed
to Douglas avenue avenue, West, on last mentioned and the record thereof
Douglas avenue to Twelfth street, are hereby referred to and made part
North on Twelfth street to National
hereof, for a more full and complete
avenue; West on National avenue to description
of all said properties,
the County Bridge across the Gallinas
and franright, contracts,
River, and' from the Bridge to and chises of said Lasprivileges
&
around the Plaza in Las Vegas, or Old Power company, andVegas Railway
being the same
Town, and out Hot Springs boulevard property mentioned and
described in,
beyond the Insane Asylum. Also from and ordered sold by said judgment
National avenue North on Twelfth and decree rendered in said cause
street to the Power House, including above entitled and mentioned.
all switches, also from Lincoln street
was rendered upThe said
North on Railroad avenue to Douglas on 300 firstjudgment
mortgage
coupon bonds
avenue, West on Douglas avenue to aggregating $300,000.00, issued
by said
Sixth street, North on Sixth street to Las
Vegas Railway & Power Company
Friedman avenue,' west on Friedman to the
Trust Company of St. Louis
avenue to Seventh street and North on
and secured by said deeds of
Seventh street to the end of the line. County,
trust above mentioned, covering the
Also all rights, privileges and fran property above
described.
chises now owned and possessed by
Tbe amount due to the date of sale
Power
said Las Vegas Railway &
Including principal and interest being
Company for constructing, owning and $350,820.80, not including costs of
operating street railways, electrio court and costs of sale and attorneys
light plant by virtue of its charters, fees to be fixed by said district court
including the following ordinances. of San Miguel County.
grants and contracts,
The foregoing property Is the same
A certain franchise granted to Wil property
and franchises heretofore
liam A. Buddecke by the City of Las sold by the undersigned, Special Mas
Vegas, New Mexico, duly passed and ter, on the 15th day of March, A. D,
adopted by the city council of said city 1909, wht"h sale was thereafter set
as evidenced by ordinance No. 297, ap-- aside by the Judgment of the Supreme
proved August 9, 1903, and by said Court of the Territory of New Mexico,
William A. Buddecke duly assigned In the cause hereinbefore mentioned,
to the said Las Vegas Railway & and the said property and franchises
Power company.
were ordered
W. B. BUNKER,
Also a certain franchise granted by
the town of Las Vegas to said Wil
Special Master,
liam A. Buddecke as evidenced by Or
dinance No. 46 dated November 11th,
Try a dram of Old Taylor bonrbon
1905, and also a franchise or contract at the
Opera Bar. Served from bar
Commis
from
the County
obtained
on
rels
the bar.
New
sioners of San Miguel county,
Mexico, by the said William Buddecke
for the purpose of maintaining, operat
ing and conducting an electrio lignt
LOCAL TIME CARD '
plant and the electric railway outside
the city and town limits of said town
and City of Las Vegas, which said
WE8T BOUND
Ordinance No. 46, and said contract
Arrive
with said commissioners was duly as
1:50 P. M
signed by the said William A. Buddecke No. 1
to the said Las Vegas Railway ana No 3
6:15 A. M
Power company.
No, 7
6:15 P. M.
Also a certain franchise granted by
6:35 P. M
the County Commissioners of the No. 9
County of San Miguel, territory of New
Mexico, to The- Las Vegas Light and
Depart
Fuel company, dated December 9th
No. 1
2:10 P. M
.1896, confirming to it the franchises
6:20 A. M.
theretofore granted to The Las Vegas No. 3
Gas' and Coke company, of date De No. 7
6:40 P. M.
..,
cember 15th, 1880, and to The Las Ve- No. 9
7:00 P. M
dated
gas Electric Light company,
September 1st, 1890, confirming and
. EAST BOUND
,
granting to tue said The Las Vegas
Light and Fuel company the right to
Arrive
and operate all No. 2
erect, maintain
9:10 P. M
plants, machinery and works neces- No. 4
11:25 P. M
sary for the manufacture and distribution of illuminating or fuel gas and of No. 8
1:15 A. M.
eiectrio light, together with the rlgbt No 10 ...
1:45 P. M
of way .to lay and maintain pipes and
to
mains and
erect and maintain poles
and wires through or under all
Depart
streets and alleys within the town of No. 2
9:15 P. M
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for a period No. 4
P. M.
.........11:30
of fiffy years from the 1st day of
No. 8
1:25 A. M
September, 1890.
2:10 P. M
Also a certain franchise granted by No. 10
t:

125-hor-

self-oilin- g

150-hors-

THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

LOBBY

SHORT .ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

'

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

M

l'huriKiay, sleep
Vteitiog orothers
ihe wigwam.

"!

first

750-lig-

n

,

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A.
Regular commu

third Thursda) m
each month. Visit
lng brothers cor
H. Stapp, W.
William
dially invited.
M.; Chaa. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
LAS VEGA3 COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
TEMPLAR- KNIGHTS
Regular conclT- - second
V,
TuesriS in each month at
Masonic Tsmple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Bwober, S. C; Charles Tamme.

--

aTJ
i.i

tieoorder.
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday in each

month at Maaonls Temple,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
H. P.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

Rut-ledg- e,

EL

LODGE

DORADO

KNIGHT8

OF

NO.

.

1,

PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially Invited.
Charlea E.
Chancellor
Commander; Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

Lieb-schnie- r,

to-wi- t:

HANDLED

at the eighth

rum.

welcome
Gearing,
chief of
wampum,
F. w. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
brotherhood ha'l. Visiting Brother!
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGuire,
President; K. C. Ward, Secretary.
J. E. nOStNWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tues--.
day of the month In tbe vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock, p. m. V isiting brothers are
inlvted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
ii
retary,
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets se ond and fourth
Thursday in O. R. c. hall. Pioneer
building. Visltiag member are cor
dially invited. W. a. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
always
E. E.
sachem; Wait H. Davis,
records and collector of

f

O. O. F

LA8VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
Meets every Monday .evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Meets the second and fourth TuesUNION OF AMERICA Meet first
days of each month In the W. O. W.
and third Wednesdays of each
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corGlvens, Secretary. Visiting mem-

bers cordially Invited.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening fit each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con'
don, Secretary.

dially invited.

DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
Room 8 and 4
Office Ptione Main 67

Residence Phone 418
NO
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
'
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
102 Meets every Monday night at
DENTI8T
their hall in the Schmidt building
vest of Fountain Square, at eight Suite 4, Crockett Building. Hat
phones at office and residence.
oVJock. Visiting member are cor
.
welcome.
Fred
dially
Philips, presi-ATTORNEYS
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Huike'
'
Bally, Treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at Law
erhood hall every second and fourth La Vegas,
New Mexico

OS AVIATION
KB

MEETING

El Paso, Texas, Feb.

9--

1911.

13,

Tickets on sale 9th to 13th, inclusive,
return limit, February 14th,

final

1911i

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP

318.30

D. L. Batchelor, Agent.

to-wi-t:

re-sol-d.

'

Retail

Prices: -

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 Ins., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery

Leu than

per 100 lbs.
25c per 180 Iba.
30c per 100 Iba.
40e per 100 Iba.

50 lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 Iba.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors erf Natural Ice, the
purity and
lasting qualities ot which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular

.whom-a- mon

all

thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never,
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, Want
(and are anxxous to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
t0
tbe finders of

CmarS
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I The Most
Healing Br gsKnown

i

.

to iviemcai s cience

Are Obtained from the AMOLE ROOT
The Only Soap Factory in the World Today That Knows the
Secret Process of flaking Toilet Soap From This Root is the X

SOAP CO

TnW
MO:

PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Amole Plain Soap
Amole Rose Soap

EAGLE IS NAMED
DILL

STATEHOOD
GOVERNOR

MILLS'

NEW "PET"

ATTRACTS MUCH ATTENTION
IN SANTA FE

All Dealer

RECORD
BISHOP'S
UNIQUE
Chicago, Feb. 11. When .Bishop
Cheney rises to preach from the pulpit of Christ Reformed Episcopal
church tomorrow morning he will
find the altar adorned with seventy-fiv- e
American Beauty roses, a grace-

ful recognition on the part of the
of the seventy-fiftcongregation
birthday anniversary of their venerable pastor. During fifty of his seventy-five
years Bishop Cheney has
been pastor of Christ Reformed Episcopal church. He has never filled any
other pulpit and the church has
never had any other pastor. The record of the bishop and his church in
this respect is believed to be without
a parallel among American churchmen, not only of 'the Reformed Episcopal church, but of all other denominations as well.
h

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 11 Seated
"firmly on bis wooden throne of a
strip of board, his piercing eye ap
properpearing to have almost
extraclaws
his
and
displaying
ties;
hidden
and
danger
ordinary strength
"Statehood Bill." the bald headed
American eagle, was the recipient of
much social attention yesterday and
today at the home of his host, Ad
EFFECT OF ONE BOTTLE
jutant General A. S. Brookes.
Tex. "After my lastsptsll
Crandall,
The eagle came from Socorro coun of
sickness," writes Mrs. Belle Teal,
ty, being shipped to Governor W. J. of this city, "I .remained very ill, and
Mills as an emblem to be kept in stayed in bed for eight weeks. 1
the capital of the new state. The couldn't get up, all this time, and
"
erovernor is in wuumsw
though my doctor came to see me
Mills requested the adjutant gtnerai every day, he didn't do me any go)d.
to entertain the king of bird until I had taken but one bottle of Cardui,
he returns and right royally is the when I wasi up, going everywhere, and
soon I was doing all my housework."
general doing so.
Bill has an entire Cardui helps when other medicines
"Statehood
room In the granary adjoining the have failed, because it contains ingre
house and he is easily monarch of dients not found in any other medi
all he surveys. A large bucket of cine. Pure, fiafe, reliable, gentle-ac- t
water stands in the center of the ing 'Cardui is the ideal medicinal ton
room and in the northeast corner ic for weak, sick women. Try it.
is a stack of hay, the green color of
backwhich furnishes a suitable
TAMPA CELEBRATES GROWTH
the
vanity
has
"Bill"
case
in
ground
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 11. Decorated as
to pose, and is refreshing to his eyes never before in her history Tampa
if they grow weary of too much star- today began a two weeks' jubilee, in
celebration of her remarkable increase
ing.
niThe eagle is being well fed, a
of 143 per cent in. population during
trogenous menu having been prepar- the past decade, as shown by the re
exstreet pa
cent census. Elaborate
ed under the special direction of
the
to
be
seems
meat
geants, bicycle races, athletic events,
perts. Kaw
obfloral parades and a great musical fee
favorite dish, but if mice are
sent
to
be
tival are to be among the notable feat
tainable, they are likely
ures of the program. Already there is
to "Bill's" table as delicacies.
That the bird is young despite his a large attendance of visitors, includ
bald head is vouched for by John
ing many northern tourtats, and it is
and
office
of the governor's
expected the attendance will be much
who has made some studies In the larger next week.
"While I would
field of ornithology.
How to cure a cold is a question In
nnt wiHh to discuss such a delicate
that which many are Interested Just now.
is
opinion
my
it
as
age,
question
Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has
n
the eagle is quite young- despite
and immense
won
its
reputation
great
"I sola bv Its remarkable cure
of colds.
robust Dhvslaue." Bald Roberts.
base my conclusion on the appear It can always be depended upon. For
sale by all druggists.
ance of his claws."
y

.

Amole Shampoo
Amole Rose Cream

BUILDING

AND

LOAN COMPANIES

GALA WEEK FOR CANINES
New York, Feb. 11. Much Interest
is taken in the annual bench show
of the Westminster Kennel club, which
will hold forth in Madison Square Gar
den next week. More money and a

larger number of special prizes are to
TRAVELING AUDITOR ISSUES FIN- be awarded this year than ever be
fore. There are to be more than 600
ANCIAL STATEMENT COVERregular classes and nearly 1,000 speING PAST YEAR
cials. The management states that
one of the most distinguishing featSanta Fe, N. M., Feb. 11. Traveling ures of the exhibition this year will
Auditor C. V. Safford has made a re- be the large representation of the rare
port of the financial condition of the breeds of dogs.
building and loan associations in the
territory on January 1, 1911, showing
HARRY THAW'S BIRTHDAY
that the total resources are $1,317,-092.0New York, Feb. 11. Harry Kendall
and the stock account is $1,119,-690.0- Thaw, the star boarder for the crim
The increase since the last inal insane at Matteawan, will celereport made July 1, 1910, is $57,607.49. brate his forty-firbirthday anniverThe report is as follows:
sary tomorrow. Within a few months
Thaw will have rounded out five years
Resources
Loans on real estate, $1,182,925.46. behind prison bars as a result of the
tragedy on the Madison Square roof
Loans on collateral security,
garden on that night in June, 1906,
when he shot and killed Stanford
Furniture and fixtures, $4,035.59.
White. He has now been at the
Real estate, $9,860.25.
institution near three years
Bills receivable, $12,090.19.
to being taken there he had
and
prior
Cash on hand, $46,591.54.
passed two years in the Tombs.
All other resources, $7,263.50.
8

BE SOI ER.
You Owe It to Your Family
THE

NH

THREE DAY

TT

A

LIQUOR HABIT

e

st

Mat-teawa- n

Total resources, $1,317,092.06.
Liabilities
Stock account, $1,119,690.08.
Undivided profits, $106,866.97,
Surplus, $15,092.58.
Bills payable, $46,671.29.
All other liabilities, $32,271.14.
Total liabilities, $1,317,092.06.

BOWLING
INTERNATIONAL
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 11. With some
of the best bowlers in America enter-

ed, the annual tournament of the International Bowling association opens
in this city tonight and will continue
until February 22. The entry list is
the largest in, the history of the association's tournaments. Not only is
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
this Immediate section represented by
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine many devotees of the game, but from
tatls to cure.' E. W. GROVE'S signa- - Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Nebraska, ManiTablets. Pruarists fefund money If it toba and elsewhere many entries have
ture is on each box. 25c.
been received.
The bearing of children is frequently
followed by poor health for the
mother. This supreme crisis of life
finding her physical system unprepared for the demands of nature,

leaves her with weakened resistive
powers and sometimes chronic ailments. This can be avoided If
Mother's Friend is used before the coming of baby, and the healthy woman can
remain a healthy mother. It Is the only remedy that perfectly and thoroughly
prepares the system for healthy motherhood, and brings about a natural and
easy consummation of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always
saved much suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more quickly, and
with no ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother should safeguard
her health by using Mother's Friend,
thus preparing her physical condition
for the hour of motherhood. This
medicine is for sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant
mothers.
BHADFIELD

REOULATOB

CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Offers You the Opportunity
THE NEAL TREATMENT IS THE
ADMINISTRATION
OF AN ABSOLUTELY

HARMLESS

PENSED

OF
ORIGIN, DIS-

MEDICINE

PURELY VEGETABLE
BY TRAINED

NURSES, IN
COMPETENT DOCTORS. THIS MEDICINE IS TAKEN
WITHOUT HYPOINTERNALLY,
DERMIC INJECTIONS. IF YOU SO
DESIRE WE WILL BE PLEASED
TO HAVE YOU COME TO OUR
CHARGE

OF

IN CHARGE OF
YOUR
FAMILY PHYSICIAN; HE CAN SEE
YOU STARTED ON YOUR TREAT- -

EITHER REMAIN AT
THE INSTITUTE OR RETURN AT
THE END OF THE THIRD DAY; IF
MENT

AND

YOU BOTH ARE NOT FULLY SATISFIED THAT WE HAVE CURED
AND ENTIRELY REMOVED
YOU
YOUR DESIRE FOR STIMULANT8,
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. THE PRINCIPLE UPON WHICH
THE NEAL TREATMENT WORKS
IS TO ELIMINATE FROM THE SYS-TETHE 8TORED UP POISON
AFWHICH HAS ACCUMULATED
TER THE CONTINUED USE OF
ALCOHOL.

For Full Particulars Address

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 N. Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

Street

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

WILLIAMvJON

HAFFNJRCD
BNGRAVERS-PRINTER-

J

and Paint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnfched
cry me vv . ii. f.vyuc..o
of Houston, Texas.

w.

Write for Catalogue and
Prices.

DBNVEP. COIyQ
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IT

ANOTHER DECLINE
; IN EQQS

No long watt
shop.

'!! ')'

at iNolette's barber
1

r

I

The White Kitchen today cooked Its
first dinner on Its new range.

strictly Fresh Laid

AT

TUTS ALTO

BUSY

193 or Main 194

Phone Main

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

Oats..

Bran, Corn Corn Chops
AND- -

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

J 31

AND-SHOT-GU-

IUI
fc

VII

f

OUR

.

Ted Long last night opened up his
new bar in the room on Sixth street.
formerly occupied by the Optimo.
Completely refurnished
throughout
with handsome bar fixtures, the place
1b an attractive
resort. Everything
for the comfort and convenience of
patrons is provided. Mr. Lons for
some time was proprietor of the
Opera bar. It is his aim to make
the new place a high class club from
the first The respectable trade will
be catered to. Mr. Long la a xood
fellow and his place will be popular.

Every possible precaution leading
to the prevention of smallpox in Las
Vegas Is being taken by the health
Bellino haa been appointed postmaster.
department. Dr. C. C. Gordon Inquires
of every wood hauler and rancher who
comes to town if there are any cases
Mrs. Catarino Mondragon de Mar- of the disease in the locality from
quez haa been granted a divorce from
which he comes. If lie discovers any
her husband, by Judge Clarence J.
Roberts.
persons who have been exposed to
the disease he will take measures to
Ben Lewis, who has been ill with
prevent them from coming in con
tact with the people of the city. Sev
an attack of rheumatism and grip for
several days, was reported today hb
eral cases of smallpox were reported
today at Watrous. The health de
considerably improved.
partment advises everyone to be vac
Rubel Martinez was arrested and
Miss Mina Keesee died at 4 o'clock cinated.
brought before the police Judge this this morning at a sanitarium on the
Profitable shooting was done by F
morning onthe charge of drunken We3t bide, where she had been a pa
ness. He received ten days.
tient for several weeks. She wap J. Wesner when he brought down two
ebout thirty years of age and had been mountain lions near Harvey's upper
We are closing out silk dress trim a resident of this city ten years, dur ranch recently. The bounty on the
ming at cost, up to date In every re ing which time she had been employed lions is $10 each. . Mr. Wesner this
spect. Ladies interested will save as a domestic by prominent Las Ve- morning applied for the bounty at the
money by buying now. ROMERO gas families. She is survived by rec court house. He also brought in the
MERCANTILE CO.
eives residing in Topeka, Kan. Th9 pelt of a lynx, which the county values
fvneral will be held tomorrow after at $2. Next to lobo wolves, for which
Chicken dinner tomorrow at the noon at 3 o'clock from J. C. John.sen a bounty of $15 is paid, mountain
& Son's chapel and burial will be in lions command the highest bounty,
White Kitchen. Twenty-fiv- e
cents.
Odd Fellows cemetery.
E. J. Scott, foreman of The Optic's
Second Foreman Antonio T. Sena
Prof. Antonio Luoero, who was sick has been appointed by the E. Romero
job department, is ill and unable .to be
at work. He is suffering from an at' and unable to meet his Spanish clas- Hose and Fire company to afford am
tack of grip. Mrs. Scott is also con ses in the High School and Normal pie fire protection at the dance to be
fined to the house by a like attack.
the latter part of the week, is able to given by the company on the evening
be out again. However, the classes of February 22. With a squad of men,
Santa Pe officers last night arrested continued their work as usual. At the Sena will run a line of hose into the
two native boys for spitting on the High School Miss Phoebe Hart and Duncan
opera house from the nearest
station platform. This morning they Miss Amelia Brefeld, taught the high- fire plug. Hand grenades will also be
were released after promising
the er classes their Spanish lessons, while kept on the stage for Immediate uso.
court they would not repeat the of Prof. B. S. Hale met the lower class-fense.
At the Normal, Miss Jessie Ram- - Last
night the Young Men's drama
bo and Miss Aurora Luoero conducted
tic club of the West side gave an enCharles Danzlger has taken out a the Spanish classes.
joyable dance in Mackel's hall. The
nig game license. His mends are
ball a was well attended and every
wondering whether he la going on a It practically has been determined
body had a good time.' The club real
hunting expedition or merely Is plan- by the athletic board of the Norma! lzed a
snug sum for its treasury.
ning to strengthen the classy game University to place a baseball team in
of bridge that he plays.
the field this year. Among the stu
dents are several good players and It
Monday morning Howard Simpkius is believed a good team to represent
and a bunch of volunteers will repair the school can be 'organized. Offers
the fence at Amusement park, which of games in Albuquerque and other
was blown down some time ago.
cities have been received. It has
is planned to get the park in first been several years since the Normal
clas's condition early In the season.
had a baseball team, although for some
time It held the championship of the
And see for yourself what a
New suede belts, new neckwear, territory.
wonderful convenience it is.
new suede bags, at Graaf's D. G,
Send us your sheets, pillow
Store.
M.
Robert
Hopkins, national su
table cloths, napkins,
slips,
of
Bible
in
school
work
perintendent
The election of a delegate to the 'ter the Christian church, will be here two
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.
ritorial encampment in Santa Fe will weeks tfrom tomorrow to make an ad
be held by the Las Vegas camp ol dress to the people of his denomina
These w will wash and Iron,
the Modern- Woodmen of America tion. Mr. Hopkins' (headquarters is in
and return to you all ready for
Tuesday evening at the regular meer Cincinnati. He is a leading man in reuse. They will be washed clean-e- r
as
instead
announced ligious work and many Las Vegas
of tonight
lng,
and Ironed much better than
will
avail themselves
yesterday.
people doubtless
if done at home or by a washerot the opportunity of hearing him.
The Catholic Ladies of the East
woman.. Besides think of the
side will g've an entertainment at the The Baptist church congregation to
work and bother we save you.
opera Ihouae St. Patrick's night, March morrow will have an opportunity of
17. The executive committee la Mrs.
Jiear'ng for the first time Rev. O. P,
Our prices are reasonable so
H. W. Kelly, Mrs. John Papen, Mrs. D. Miles, of St. Louis, Mo., who will oc
will cost you but very little
it
W. Condon, Misses Nora Morrissy and cupy the pulpit at this church at the
each week.
Bertha Papen.
11 o'clock and 7:30 o'clock services
Rev. Miles has come to Las Vegas
Try the service next week.
It is reported that certain members with a view to accepting the pastor
of last year's Maroons are hoping that ate of the local church'."
the official baseball to be used the
coming season will be the size of the
There will be held a Lincoln memo
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
one on display at Gehrlng's hardware rial service at the ' First Methodist
store. If such is the case, the batting Episcopal church tomorrow morning
Phone Main 81.
averages may be higher.
at 11 o'clock. Rev. E. C Anderson i
deliver by request a Lincoln memorial
sermon. A cordial invitation is ex
For Your Breakfast
tended Jo all who have no other place
Tomorrow Morning
of worship to attend.

your inspection.
ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND
COLORS ON DISPLAY
Buy Early, Get the New Ones

GREENBERGER
,

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Did it ever occur to you that you are
paying: $5 to $10 a month extra rent
on a furniture investment of $50 and
not more than $100???

the furniture on these
terms and then it will be yours.
We sell you

Call in and Talk to Us About it

J.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Little Breath of Spring
in Your Home for 20 Cents

A

Buy one of our beautiful pots of Hyacinths.
xX
My! they smell good
-

'

Buckwheat
&
Son
Perry Onion
Cakes
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

Home Grown and
Home Ground Flour

FOR THE BEST OF

5 lbs. for,. .. ... ...25c

lbs. for..
50c
20 lbs. for .$1.00
10

.

Beef

Mutton

For Your Dinner

Porfc

Veal

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish
.fi.

.

QO TO THE

Pickles, Etc.

To-Morro-

The Best On Earth

j

Graaf &

IjipCy

ward Co. Store

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

.

STEARNS,

PURE THINGS TO EAT

2 HOUSESFOR SALE
One on Hot Springs boulevard; pret
brick with bath and toilet,
ty
entrance hall, lawn, cement walks,
stone coping all in per feet condition.
One on Lincoln avenue, south and
east front; neat frame cottage on 60
feet corner lot with fine large shade
trees, lawn and roses; has 7 rooms,
bath, toilet, hot.water .heat complete
outbuildings, b'a .VJtljeletr fe light.
Can be had with firntyre, or., without,
Both these argjpecial bargains. Get
price and terms at office of Harris
Real Estate, Co. . , -; o ;
f
s

1

J

1

the special meeting

of the city council to be held Monday
evening for the purpose of considering immediate sewer construction the
board of education will not hold it3
The date of Its
regular meeting.
will
later;
be
announced
meeting

w

Se alshipt
Oy sters
H.

On account of

,;

'

P

& SON

WHY?

.

.
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
3.
easily .removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely overlooked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the ountry. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to' absorb
and multiply alarmitirfy,' the d seaee bacteria which may exist in the
milk vesselB or in he fflr of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
,
In any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of 'suflHgbt; the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all ether buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the1sroyeTCIeyer and CorbeU dairies.
,
W so'icit your patronage and guarantee prompt service and
dairy products at least equal n quality to those of any other
1.
2.

Air-tig-

'

T. A. AKER3,

Manager,

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

ON:

:

l

.

.;

TOILET SOAPS

CRYSTAL ICE CO,

Our fancy 25c box
soap in North Window, now

l5C

JOHNSEN

SAMTARY
DAIRY
Because of the Following Correct Conditions

SPECIAL SALE

New suede belts, new neckwear,
new suede bees, at Graaf's D. G,
Store.

C.

tM'E

"

A

"A Square Deal"

Why Renta Furnished House???

Work Service

The

Styles

Hats have arrived
and are now open for

WW.

Try Our Flat

ESTABLISHED;'. 18 7,0

NEW nobby

in Hawes and Stetson

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD

Automobile, carriage and
sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
'
Grand avenue.
A new postofflce haa been establish
ed at Turquillo, Mora county. Nicolas

awes m hats

Phone Main 379,

.

FRESH SHIPPED IN STOCK
Per Dozen 30 Cents

1

191

1
-.
We aie prepared to. sell Vou any Winchester
jrfle
;ni j
, as cheap ,es apy catalogue house or. dealer anywhere
, in the y.
. Jf you are contemplating getting either
at any time, get our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
Full stock, of WINCHESTER SHELLS.
get posted.

New suede belts, new neckwear.
new suede bags, at Graafs D. G.
Store.
t

Per Dozen 3o Cents

THE STORE

WINCHESTER RIFLES

LOCAL NEWS

n,

Phone MeJri 227,

V'BOX
1

Also one lot of 'odds
and ends' ' in Basket

3 BARS

FOR

10

AMntacit

CENTS

:0: :

While they last '

"'

sizes.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

W::!:BJ IV. COrJDOn

AT

Foot of Main St.

BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MANrs
,'

CjiOll

Winners---Qpti- c

Ill

Phono Main 21

Classified Ads.

